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Abstract
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Executive Summary

This study identifies the dimensions of autonomous decision-making (DADs)—the categories of potential risk that one should consider before transferring decision-making capabilities to an intelligent autonomous system (IAS). The objective of this study was to provide some of the tools needed to implement existing policies with respect to the legal, ethical, and militarily effective use of IAS. These tools help to identify and either mitigate or accept the risks associated with the use of IAS that might result in a negative outcome.

The 13 DADs identified by this study were developed from a comprehensive list of 565 “risk elements” drawn from hundreds of documents authored by a global cadre of individuals both in favor of, and opposed to, the use of autonomy technology in weapons systems. Additionally, these risk items go beyond current DOD policies and procedures because we expect those to change and IAS technologies to evolve. We captured each risk element in the form of a question. Each can then be easily modified to become a “shall statement” for use by the acquisition community in developing functional requirements that ensure the legal and ethical use of autonomous systems.¹ This approach can elevate artificial intelligence (AI) ethics from a set of subjectively defined and thus unactionable policies and principles, to a set of measurable and testable contractual obligations.

The risk elements can also be used by military commanders as a (measurable and testable) pre-operational risk assessment “checklist” to ensure that autonomous systems are not used in an unethical manner. In this way, the Department of Defense (DOD) can make fully informed risk assessment decisions before developing or deploying autonomous systems. Because our study results were specifically designed for use within the defense acquisition system and the military planning process, they provide a first step in transforming the policies and ethics principles regarding autonomous systems into practical system engineering requirements.

The 13 DADs we identified are as follows:

- Standard semantics and concepts: ensures the use of common terminology and concepts throughout the life cycle of an IAS and amongst the different user communities to prevent risks that would occur due to miscommunication.

¹ For the purposes of this study, when we say “ethical use” it encompasses the range of external influences on the development and deployment of IAS including domestic and international law, including the laws of war and laws of peace, regulatory requirements, civil legal requirements, and finally, ethical considerations.
• Continuity of legal accountability: ensures that a human is legally accountable for the IAS at all times, with no gaps in accountability during fast-paced and dynamic military operations.

• Degree of autonomy: ensures that adjustments can be made to the degree of system autonomy to accommodate dynamic operational conditions and match changing risk tolerance levels.

• Necessity of autonomy: ensures that use of an IAS provides a military advantage (to include reducing the probability of collateral damage) commensurate with any additional risk introduced by its use.

• Command and control: ensures that all practicable measures are taken to prevent the loss of command and control over an IAS and ensures that the IAS can detect and prevent unintended consequences and deactivate systems that may engage in unintended behaviors.

• Presence of persons and objects protected from the use of force: ensures that the IAS can identify and not intentionally harm persons or objects in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement.

• Pre-operational audit logs: ensures positive control over all aspects of an IAS during its acquisition by documenting the provenance of data, software, hardware, personnel interactions and processes executed from pre-acquisition inception to delivery to the fleet.

• Operational audit logs: ensures that inputs, actions, interactions, and outcomes are recorded for post-operational analysis, supporting legal accountability, sharing of lessons learned, and making improvements to future tactics, techniques, procedures and technologies.

• Human-machine teaming: ensures that human judgement is exercised (particularly when the use of force is involved).

• Test and evaluation adequacy: ensures that the depth, breadth, and complexity of the contemplated operational environment are represented to the greatest extent practicable during test and evaluation.

• Autonomy training and education: ensures everyone associated with the development and use of the IAS understands its attributes well enough to execute their responsibilities to act to avoid illegal and unethical use.

• Mission duration and geographic extent: ensures that a mission's time length and spatial extent do not invalidate pre-mission risk assessments and planning factors.
• Civil and natural rights: ensures that the IAS, when used in other than a lethal autonomous weapons application, is engineered to safeguard both civil and natural rights and to identify and mitigate the bias sometimes present in autonomous systems.

This study makes six recommendations on how best to use the 13 DADs and their 565 risk elements to aggressively move the DOD AI ethical principles from the articulation phase to the implementation phase:

• Make the presence of ethical use enablers a mandatory key performance parameter for IAS: turns ethics principles into measurable and testable contractual obligations.

• Incorporate IAS risk mitigation checklists into doctrine and planning: provides the doctrinal foundation needed to make IAS-related risk assessment a mandatory component of long-term strategic, and shorter-term operational planning.

• Maintain an authoritative and standardized Joint Autonomy Risk Elements List (JAREL): transforms the list of 565 risk elements into the primary tool for implementing IAS-related ethics principles in a repeatable and tailorable way.

• Make the JAREL publicly available to the greatest extent possible: promotes public trust in DOD use of IAS, improves DOD’s ability to leverage and attract an IAS development workforce and improves the US’ ability to attract allies and partners.

• Reimagine the approach to “defining” standard terminology: removes the barrier to implementation created by the use of poorly defined or undefined subjective terminology in ethics-related policy that are prone to misinterpretation or differing interpretations.

• Create a research and development portfolio: provides the technologies that enable ethically conforming IAS.

Finally, our findings support the DOD’s commitment to the ethical use of IAS by taking a transparent approach to implementing the DOD AI ethical principles. To demonstrate this transparency, the sponsors of this study agreed to make this report publicly available. Doing so can reduce the misinformation, miscommunication, and misinterpretation of statements and intentions made by the many organizations and communities involved in the debate over the development and use of AI in warfare systems.
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Motivation

Artificial intelligence (AI) and robotics, and the autonomous functionality enabled by them, hold great promise to improve the effectiveness and the efficiency of many human endeavors. This promise, coupled with the known weaknesses and pitfalls of the underlying technology, generates considerable angst, debate and analyses. The lengthy bibliography in this report (Appendix A: Bibliography of documents consulted) attests to that and it is admittedly just a miniscule fraction of the total corpus of available work on this subject.

Perhaps the greatest concern—because their potential negative effects are irreversible—is the use of AI in lethal autonomous weapon systems (LAWS). The Department of Defense (DOD) created a review process in 2012 to “minimize the probability and consequences of failures in autonomous and semi-autonomous weapon systems that could lead to unintended engagements” [1]. This policy applies to “autonomous and semi-autonomous weapon systems...that can independently select and discriminate targets,” including weapons that deliver nonkinetic effects. Overall, the goal of these reviews is to ensure that commanders and operators can “exercise appropriate levels of human judgment over the use of force.” To date, no weapon system that would require such a review has been put forward.2

This and other initiatives [5-6] make it clear that DOD is committed to the ethical use of AI in weapon systems. Other organizations disagree, or fear that the technology will fall into less-responsible hands [7], so they seek a preemptive ban on its development. The stated objective of most of these groups aligns with that of the Campaign to Stop Killer Robots: a preemptive ban on the development of “fully autonomous weapons [that] would decide who lives and dies, without further human intervention” [8]. We are not aware of any DOD system, actual or contemplated, that fits this description. Additionally, Robert O. Work, a former Deputy Secretary of Defense and a central figure in the use of AI in warfare, flatly stated in a recent presentation that “no sane commander” would use such a system [9].

After an extensive review (see Appendix A: Bibliography of documents consulted) of the literature on this topic, we conclude that there is a fair amount of misinformation, miscommunication, and/or misinterpretation regarding the statements and intentions of the parties involved in the development of AI for warfare systems and those who oppose this development. This report seeks, in part, to reduce this miscommunication by increasing

---

2 While every weapon is reviewed for DOD’s Law of War compliance [2-3], special and additional considerations apply to nonlethal weapons [4] and to autonomous weapons [1].
transparency with respect to the considerable lengths to which DOD is prepared to go to ensure that the use of autonomous systems is legal, ethical, and militarily effective. While the primary concern is with LAWS, DOD must also contend with autonomous systems that have potentially negative, but reversible nonlethal effects.\(^3\)

To that end, the Department of the Navy (DON) sponsors of this study agreed that this report should be releasable to the public. This study identifies the **Dimensions of Autonomous Decision-making (DADs)**—the things that must be considered before transferring decision-making capabilities to a system possessing autonomous functionality to ensure that its use is legal, ethical, and militarily effective.

This begs a second question: How does one know, and how can one verify, that a particular autonomous system can be used ethically?\(^4\) Shifting to the vernacular of the Defense Acquisition System [2], ethical conformity measures could be embedded in functional requirements documents for autonomous systems and even be designated as a key performance parameter (KPP) for these systems.

The Defense Acquisition System defines a KPP as follows:

> An attribute of a system considered critical or essential to the development of an effective military capability. KPPs are contained in the Capability Development Document (CDD) and the updated CDD and are included verbatim in the Acquisition Program Baseline (APB). KPPs are expressed in terms of parameters which reflect measures of performance (MOPs) using a threshold/objective format. KPPs must be measurable, testable, and support efficient and effective Test and Evaluation (T&E)\(^5\).

Given its importance in DOD policy [1, 5], we assert that the presence of technologies that enable ethical use is a “critical or essential” attribute of DOD autonomous systems possessing decision-making capabilities, and DOD should therefore consider elevating the presence of these ethical use enabling technologies to KPP status.\(^6\) The present report explores this possibility in depth.

The critical part of the KPP definition for the purposes of this study is the requirement that KPPs be “measurable and testable.” Our intention in developing the DADs is to provide DOD

\(^{3}\) A nonlethal autonomous system could result in a nonlethal but still negative outcome. For example, an unmanned vehicle designed to evacuate casualties could wound an evacuee. An AI-enabled decision aid could deny a Sailor’s rightfully earned pay and benefits.

\(^{4}\) The DOD already has well-established processes to ensure military effectiveness [2] and legal compliance [3].

\(^{5}\) The threshold/objective format is described in the “Defining a key performance parameter for the presence of ethical use enablers” section of this report.

\(^{6}\) A key system attribute (KSA) is a performance attribute of a system considered important to achieving a balanced solution/approach to a system, but not critical enough to be designated as a KPP [6].
with an initial draft of measurable and testable risk “elements” that can be used to construct functional requirements—which may also rise to the level of a KPP—that enable the ethical use of autonomous systems.

We provide a “first draft” of these risk elements in recognition of the fact that our list is based on current DOD policies, ethics standards from multiple organizations, legal analyses of the system requirements, and the current state of the art in autonomy technologies. We expect all of these to evolve over time, and the DADs must evolve with them.

We use the term risk “elements” to reflect the fact that the DADs are just the overarching categories of the many things that must be considered before developing or using a system possessing autonomous functionality. As such, the DADs are not measurable and testable on their own. The risk elements that make up the DADs (see this report’s “Study Methodology” section and Appendix B: IAS risk elements) are measurable and testable. Some elements are quantifiable measures. Most elements are a simple yes/no test—a checklist. We designed the elements for use by acquisition professionals to construct functional requirements documents for autonomous systems, and for use by military commanders to conduct pre-deployment operational risk assessments.

Providing risk elements for the construction of functional requirements documents and for conducting operational risk assessments was the initial motivation for this study. It became clear during the early phase of the study that these risk elements could have the fortuitous side effect of demonstrating to the public that the DOD is going to great lengths to implement the policies that ensure the legal and ethical use of AI and robotics[1, 5]. This became an additional and equally important motivation. The subtitle to this report reflects this motivation:

*A First Step in Transforming the Policies and Ethics Principles Regarding Autonomous Systems into Practical System Engineering Requirements*

We note that DOD system engineers and program managers have the duty of carrying these principles into practice during system development and acquisition. Military commanders carry them into practice during system use. The output of this study is intended to assist these individuals in their implementation of DOD AI ethics policies and principles.
What This Report Is (and Is Not)

While this report was developed in consultation with multiple US government individuals and organizations, it was authored by employees of the Center for Naval Analyses (CNA), who are solely responsible for its content. As the Navy’s federally funded research and development center (FFRDC), CNA is required under the Federal Acquisition Regulations and various DOD and Navy Directives to operate in the public interest with objectivity and independence [11-12].

As such, this report contains the best opinion of CNA at the time of issue and does not necessarily represent the opinion of the US government, the DOD, or the DON. This report need not reflect, nor is it bound by, any policy or position of any US government individual or organization. Of course, to the extent that this report identifies “black letter” requirements which are grounded in law or policy, then the US Government will presumably incorporate those requirements into its overall planning.

This report contains a comprehensive collection of concerns that many people have expressed regarding the use of autonomous systems—groups from within and from outside the DOD and the United States, and groups in favor of and opposed to the use of autonomy in weapons systems (see Appendix A: Bibliography of documents consulted). No DOD (or CNA) endorsement of any of these concerns is to be implied by their inclusion in this report. For this reason alone, nothing in this document should be construed as the position of, or to be binding upon, the DOD or the DON.

CNA provides information and analysis and makes recommendations to its study sponsors. The sponsors are free to accept, modify, or reject our recommendations. The output of this study is also intended to inform the debate that must occur among DOD stakeholders who have the authority to articulate and implement official DOD policy positions. While much of this debate will by necessity be conducted internally, this report was made public now to demonstrate that this debate is occurring and that organizations within DOD are taking the steps necessary to implement their commitment to the legal, ethical [6] and responsible use of AI [5].

7 Responsible AI is one of the five DOD AI ethical principles. The other four are equitable, traceable, reliable, and governable AI.
Study Methodology

The autonomy portfolio manager at the Office of Naval Research and the warfare integration branch (N9IX) at the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Warfighting Requirements and Capabilities co-sponsored this study. These offices published the Science and Technology Strategy for Intelligent Autonomous Systems [13] and the DON Unmanned Campaign Framework [14], respectively. The strategy considers intelligent autonomous systems (IAS) to be “autonomy plus its intersections with unmanned systems (UxS) and AI” [13]. This study provides some of the tools required to implement the objectives identified in each of these DON guidance documents, and those articulated in DOD policy that require the ethical use of AI [5].

The study questions

Our primary study question was as follows:

• What are the dimensions of autonomous decision-making (DADs) that must be considered in delineating what decision-making capability should/must remain with humans versus what can be transferred to an IAS?

Rephrasing this question in the context of the military planning processes [16] yields the following:

• Transferring the ability to make a decision to an IAS incurs a risk that the IAS may make a decision resulting in an unintended negative consequence. What attributes of the IAS, the operational environment, friendly forces, and enemy forces must commanders consider and evaluate during the military planning process to prevent or minimize the risks created by transferring decision-making capabilities to an IAS?

A second study question facilitates implementing the findings of the primary study question:

---

8 We use this definition for IAS for the purposes of this study because it comes from the study’s sponsors. We recognize there are many definitions for AI, autonomy, and other associated terms, but to date, the absence of definitions in Joint Publication 1-02, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms [15] indicates that there are no official and accepted definitions.

9 These questions have been reworded slightly from the original in an attempt to avoid anthropomorphizing the IAS. For example, “ceding decision-making authority” became “transferring decision-making capabilities.” The legal consensus is that machines can never be given authority or responsibility, or be held accountable. The humans that design, build, or operate them do have ultimate legal responsibility for the IAS’s actions.
- How can DOD incorporate the DADs into a framework to guide the development, fielding, integration, and employment of militarily effective, legally compliant, and ethically conforming IAS?

The rephrased first question explicitly states the risks of concern to the study sponsor: the risk that the IAS will not be militarily effective, legally compliant, or ethically conforming. Since this is a DON-sponsored study, the framework we propose leverages risk-reduction opportunities within existing DON processes: the DON implementation of the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System [17] and the Joint Planning Process [16].

The overarching study approach

Rather than take a “top-down” approach to identifying the DADs, we took a “bottom-up” approach. The CNA study team has access to numerous subject matter experts (SMEs) who could have provided their perspective on what the DADs are or should be. In fact, the study sponsor provided us with an initial list of DADs compiled during ongoing discussions with just such a group of SMEs—members of the Office of the Secretary of Defense Autonomy Community of Interest. This would have been a top-down approach to our first study question.

Instead, we hypothesized that we could synthesize the written record on the use of IAS to collect a list of concerns that knowledgeable people have regarding the legal and ethical use of IAS. These are the risk “elements” referred to earlier. We further hypothesized that these risk elements would fall into a mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive list of “affinity groups” and that each of these groups would then constitute one of the DADs. With an eye toward addressing our second study question, we posed each of the risk elements in the form of a question. This list of questions, now categorized under their respective DADs, can then be used to assemble “checklists” to serve as the measurable and testable parameters of acquisition requirements documents and to help military commanders create pre-deployment risk assessment checklists similar to a pilot’s pre-flight checklist. This was our top-down approach. We describe it in detail below.

Task 1: Identify and gather risk elements

The documents we analyzed to extract DAD risk elements are listed in Appendix A: Bibliography of documents consulted. We sought to maximize the intellectual diversity of the

---

10 While we focus on DOD processes for our DON study sponsors, our proposals are readily adaptable to nonmilitary and nongovernmental applications.
expert thinking on the legal, ethical, and militarily effective use of IAS. To that end, we purposefully included the following:

- Documents from advocacy groups adamantly opposed to LAWS
- National-level AI strategies from a wide variety of countries with differing perspectives on technology, human oversight, ethics, privacy, and civil rights
- Military targeting doctrine even though it is mostly limited to non-autonomous systems
- AI, autonomy and robotics roadmaps, strategies, directives, etc. from multiple and varied departments and agencies of the US federal government
- Commercial IAS applications such as self-driving cars
- Academic journal articles, books, and media reports about IAS
- Documents concerning biometric algorithms—particularly facial recognition—since these algorithms are for all intents and purposes autonomous “targeting” algorithms,11 are already fielded, and have already created negative effects and risks in need of mitigation
- Documents concerning automated decision-making algorithms—such as for loan applications or parole recommendations (for the same reasons listed for biometrics).

This analysis resulted in 4,641 individual risk elements. Many duplicate elements exist in this list because various analysts worked independently and in parallel, and because we erred on the side of inclusion, not knowing until after we read all of these documents what our final criteria for inclusion would be. We refined this initial list in Task 2.

**Task 2: Assemble DADs from the risk elements**

To analyze the 4,641 risk elements identified and gathered in Task 1, we entered them into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, sortable by columns.

**Task 2a: Reduction and refinement**

The first step in the analysis was to purge duplicate risk elements from our list. This was a largely manual process, consisting of key word searching, grouping elements with matching key words, and manually adjudicating these to identify the duplicates.

---

11 A “targeting” algorithm picks one object out of the environment or out of a group of objects for some further action. For military algorithms, that action is often lethal; for other algorithms, it is not. Both lead to potential negative implications for the targeted object, so the lessons learned from one application domain are largely applicable to the other and vice versa.
As noted in Task 1, we erred on the side of inclusion. Taking into account what we learned about the issues as we analyzed additional documents, the next step in the analysis was to delete entries that no longer fit our emerging criteria for what constituted a risk element of a DAD. Specifically, we deleted the following:

- Concerns that are important, but are not introduced by the use of autonomy technology
- Concerns that are present because of the introduction of autonomous functionality, but that are not of an ethical or legal nature
- Risk mitigation capabilities that do not address risks introduced by the use of autonomy technology
- Risk mitigation capabilities that do address risks introduced by the use of autonomy technology, but those risks are not of a legal or ethical nature
- Concerns and risks that are not measurable, testable, or otherwise actionable.

After closer examination, some risk elements were found to contain more than one thought and were broken out into two or more distinct elements.

We chose not to analyze the remaining risk elements for rank or importance. This would have produced an unduly subjective result for two reasons:

- The importance of each risk element is highly dependent on the operational scenario in which the IAS is to be used. The DADs and their risk elements are intended to be used by a wide variety of IAS end users who must select the risk elements important to them based on their current operational environment.
- The number of times a risk element appears in the reviewed literature is not a good proxy for its importance. For example, the ability for an IAS to recognize an act of surrender is clearly important in many scenarios, but appeared in only two of the documents we reviewed [7, 18]. Similarly, the four principles of the Law of Armed Conflict (military necessity, distinction, proportionality, and prevention of unnecessary suffering [19]) appear repeatedly, but just restate the original four principles and all cite the same Law of Armed Conflict.

**Task 2b: “Affinitization” and categorization**

Carrying out the reduction and refinement step above created additional familiarization with the risk elements that allowed us to start to recognize the naturally occurring affinity groups in which many but not all of them belonged. We postulated candidate groups—candidate DADs—and began assigning risk elements to the appropriate DAD. We then created additional DADs to accommodate any remaining risk elements. Subsequent iterations of categorization (and further refinement) were informed by the ultimate intended use of these DADs as risk
elements to build acquisition functional requirements documents and pre-deployment risk mitigation checklists. Task 2 resulted in 565 risk elements assigned to 13 DADs.

**Task 3: Validate the DADs**

Recognizing that our very small study team—even after analyzing thousands of pages from almost 200 documents to identify the risk elements of the 13 DADs—could not possibly capture all risk elements of concern to all stakeholders, we reached out to SMEs to validate our findings.

We forwarded the Task 2 results to DOD SMEs at various organizations that build, review, test and evaluate (T&E), experiment, exercise, or demonstrate IAS capabilities at one of four “waypoints” before the system is finally delivered to military commanders at scale:

1. **DOD senior level review:** As previously mentioned, DOD has a senior-level review process for autonomous weapon systems [1] (which includes a legal review). Certain IAS must be approved by the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy; the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics; and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff at two points: before formal development and before fielding.

2. **Developmental T&E:** This is a complicated and multifaceted process, but for the purposes of this study we can limit our description to its stated objective: Developmental T&E enables DOD to acquire systems that work [20]. This includes systems and subsystems with autonomous functionality.

3. **Operational T&E:** Also a complicated and multifaceted process, Operational T&E can likewise be described here by its stated objective: to assess systems for effectiveness, suitability, survivability, and lethality *in near-real-world combat conditions* to determine if the system does what it’s supposed to, the warfighter can use it safely, and can depend on it in combat [21]. The requirements tested in the developmental phase are tested again here, but in a realistic operational environment (which is specifically required for autonomous weapons [1]).

4. **Fleet introduction:** IAS in the DON are by definition [13] strongly associated with UxS [14]. These platforms are novel enough that the Navy set up several developmental squadrons to take possession of the first instantiations of them and figure out the best way to leverage their capabilities before large-scale delivery to the fleet. Developmental squadrons exist for unmanned surface ships [22], unmanned underwater vehicles [23], and unmanned aerial systems [24]. While waypoints 1, 2, and 3 above will use the DADs for requirements development, these squadrons must (among their many other roles and responsibilities) understand the operational risks created by the introduction of new systems—including IAS—and determine how to
mitigate them. We see them as the initial users of the DADs for developing risk mitigation checklists.

We asked individuals to review our Task 2 findings and provide comments on both the structure and completeness of the DADs and their underlying risk elements. We incorporated these (sometimes-conflicting) comments to the greatest extent practicable. Some of the recommended changes were not incorporated because they fell outside the intended scope of our study (see the criteria in Task 2a above).

Other commenters “non-concurred” with the inclusion of some DAD risk elements or their wording because they ran counter to the position of the respondent’s home organization. We did not address these concerns here because our DAD risk elements list is meant to be a comprehensive collection of risk concerns from many organizations—many of which clearly disagree with one another. CNA does not have the inherently governmental authority (nor did this study team have the resources) to adjudicate and resolve conflicting comments. We do recommend later in this report that such an adjudication occur (see the recommendation to maintain an authoritative and standardized joint autonomy risk elements list).

The final list of DADs is included in its entirety in the next section and the comprehensive list of risk elements that comprise them is included in Appendix B: IAS risk elements.

Given resource restrictions and the breadth of DOD interest in AI and autonomy, it was impossible to consult every stakeholder organization or every SME within those organizations we did consult. The organizations that provided comments were a wide though necessarily incomplete representation of all DOD interests.

It is also important to note that we consulted *individuals* within these organizations who were not necessarily serving as representatives of their organizations. As such, nothing in this report represents an official policy position of any organization consulted. The individuals consulted acted strictly as SMEs.
The 13 DADs

We describe below each of the DADs resulting from our analysis. Appendix B: IAS risk elements provides the full list of risk elements that fall under each of these 13 DADs. As noted previously, each risk element is presented in the form of a question to better serve as a risk mitigation “checklist” for IAS developers, operators, and commanders. Before we describe each DAD, several observations help put them in the proper context.

Putting the 13 DADs in context

Requirements versus considerations

These 13 DADs and their associated risk elements are things that should be considered and might result in a formal requirement. These are not requirements that must be fulfilled for every IAS. This is a subtle but important distinction within the context of risk mitigation. All risks should be identified, but not all risks can be mitigated.

For example, the ability to answer “yes” to several of the risk elements under each DAD requires that the IAS be able to communicate with a human operator. For example:

- Can the IAS communicate system malfunctions to the human operator?

This is not meant to be a requirement. It is a question that the military commander must ask as a way of assessing risk. For the example above, if the commander determines that adversary capabilities (or the weather, operator fatigue, system malfunction, etc.) cannot possibly cause an interruption of communications with the IAS, then the answer is “yes” and there is no risk of unknown system malfunction that requires mitigation. However, if the commander determines there is a possibility that the answer may be “no,” then a risk of IAS malfunction may be present. The risk must be either mitigated or accepted.

All 13 DADs (and their associated risk elements) should be considered, but given resource limitations (funding constraints for developers, and time constraints for military commanders and operators), not all risks can be mitigated. Some will have to be accepted. A similar example could also be constructed for IAS developers: Does the acquisition program manager have the funding to incorporate assured communications, or will the developers pass the risk of

12 In fact, it may be impossible to impose these requirements on some IAS. For example, operational audit logs would be difficult, if not impossible to require of disposable unmanned systems.
unknown system malfunctions on to the fleet? The DADs and their risk elements help to identify risk, allowing developers and commanders to make fully informed risk assessments.

**Legal versus ethical versus operationally effective**

Our second study question seeks an actionable framework to "guide the development, fielding, integration, and employment of militarily effective, legally compliant, and ethically conforming IAS." We provide that framework in the “How to Use the DADs and Their Elements” section of this report. DOD already has processes in place to address military effectiveness and legal compliance. We saw no indication that IAS characteristics create a need to change the processes that ensure military effectiveness. The only significant impact of IAS characteristics on legal processes is the need to ensure continuity of legal accountability.

We therefore focused our study on IAS ethical conformity. We must note here, however, that among the documents we researched and the individuals we consulted, no clear consensus exists that unequivocally distinguishes ethical concerns from legal concerns. The DAD descriptions in this section, and Appendix B: IAS risk elements, should be read with this in mind.

**Human judgement versus human control**

Autonomous weapons systems are a topic of considerable, longstanding, and ongoing debate amongst the nations (High Contracting Parties) represented by a Group of Government Experts at the United Nations Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons. Some nations contend that “appropriate levels of human judgement” are sufficient to mitigate the risks associated with the use of LAWS. Other nations (and advocacy groups) contend that “meaningful human control” is required, the assertion being that human control provides a higher level of risk mitigation than does human judgement. This assertion remains unproven.

The “bottom up” approach of this study described earlier analyzed documents from both sides in this debate, so elements of judgement and elements of control appear throughout our list of risk elements. While these risk elements appear in several of the 13 DADs, human judgement features most prominently in “DAD#9: Human-machine teaming,” and human control features most prominently in “DAD#5: Command and control.” The fact that we have 13 DADs, and not just two, indicates that neither human judgement, nor human control alone (or even together) are sufficient to the task of mitigating the risks associated with IAS use.

---

13 The UN debate is restricted to LAWS. Our study addresses IAS, which includes non-lethal applications of autonomy technology. With the possible exception of “DAD#13: Civil and natural rights,” our IAS risk elements are equally applicable to LAWS.
It should go without saying, but given the heated nature of the ongoing debate we are obliged to say that our analysis is agnostic to the “judgement versus control” debate. In fact, one could argue from the extensiveness of our risk elements list, and the fact that many elements have little to do with human judgement or control, that to claim that either of these approaches alone (or again, even together) is capable of fully mitigating the risks associated with the use of LAWS or IAS is incomplete. Judgement and control are just two components of a larger solution space.

Our study approach purposely gathered and cataloged as many legal and ethical risk elements as we could find; recognizing that only a subset of the entire list would be applicable in any given IAS application, with the operational context driving the composition of that subset. From this, one could conclude that relying solely on either human judgement or human control to mitigate risk is to ignore the operational context in an attempt to provide a “one size fits all” solution to risk mitigation. Context matters, and context can be complex.

Finally, we remain agnostic to the “judgement versus control” debate because neither term is authoritatively defined or agreed upon such that they can serve as a standard for analytical assessment. Both terms are preceded by a subjective adjective—“appropriate” in the case of judgement, and “meaningful” in the case of control. We cannot measure appropriateness or meaningfulness.

Our risk elements list can be used to mitigate the risks associated with the use of LAWS or IAS right now, even as this debate continues. The elements on this list may be changed by the eventual outcome of this debate (if ever it concludes), but the approach of using a risk elements list is designed to survive intact, no matter the outcome. The DAD descriptions in this section, and Appendix B: IAS risk elements, should be read with this in mind.

**Command and control**

To make it even more abundantly clear that our analysis is agnostic to the “judgement versus control” debate, we chose the (military) term “command and control” to describe our control-centric DAD. We also chose this term because unlike “appropriate levels of human judgement,” and “meaningful human control,” this term has an accepted definition (at least in the DOD). The DOD defines “command and control” as “the exercise of authority and direction by a properly designated commander over assigned and attached forces in the accomplishment of the mission [15].” Depending on one’s interpretation of the term “attached forces,” this might appear to limit command and control to directing the activities of the subordinate human beings that constitute those forces. There is, however, an extensive body of literature that makes it clear that military command and control also applies to the “autonomous entities”

---

14 One need only enter the term “command and control of autonomous systems” (or “vehicles”) into any search engine to get a sampling of this body of work.
employed by those forces. We note also that this literature is not limited to military applications. In fact, one could argue that “bosses who direct employees to do a job” is analogous to the military definition of command and control, so our use of this military term need not limit the application of our DADs and risk elements to military operations. The DAD descriptions in this section, and Appendix B: IAS risk elements, should be read with this in mind.

**Anthropomorphization**

Anthropomorphization is the practice of imparting human characteristics to animals or other non-human objects—like robots. We have attempted to expunge anthropomorphization from the DAD descriptions and the risk elements because legal reviewers of this document correctly note that machines\(^\text{15}\) cannot be held accountable for the results of military actions under the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC). Expunging this anthropomorphization proved to be a difficult task because scientists and engineers are busily developing machines that have attributes and capabilities (physical and cognitive) that previously were the exclusive purview of humans.

Many scientists and engineers we interacted with during this study naturally and comfortably slipped into anthropomorphic dialog. Less so, the academic, legal and policy professionals. Our attempts to expunge anthropomorphization sometimes led to what might appear to be verbose or cumbersome language. The DAD descriptions in this section, and Appendix B: IAS risk elements, should be read with this in mind.

**Ethical machines versus ethical use of machines**

One very good reason to avoid anthropomorphization is to avoid ascribing human agency to a machine—and then by extension assigning accountability to it in violation of the LOAC as noted above. In discussions regarding ethics and IAS, we rightly note that a machine cannot “be” ethical, but a machine can be “used in an ethical manner.” This distinction reserves and re-enforces the assignment of ethical accountability to the human operator (or commander in military applications).

We must note, however, that machines can increasingly do many things that were once the exclusive purview of humans, and the portfolio of human actions (not traits, but actions) that machines can do continues to grow. This portfolio includes many of the activities that are required to “act” ethically. Many of these actions cannot be done by machines, or at least not done well, and at least not yet.

}\(^\text{15}\) We consider an IAS, even one with only software components, to be a machine.
The DAD elements in this report contain many such technologically immature capabilities. As machines continue to amass these capabilities they may appear to “be” ethical, but in fact they are only “acting (more) ethically.” The IAS may not ever be ethical from a philosophical or legal perspective, but it will for all practical purposes “appear to be” ethical from an engineering perspective because it will be able to execute the functions that an ethical entity must be able to execute.

We make this point here to reinforce that we concur with the notion that machines cannot “be” ethical, even if they “act” more and more ethically as autonomy technologies advance. We do not intend to blur the legal distinction between humans and machines, even if some of the capabilities inherent in the autonomy risk elements may appear to do so. The DAD descriptions in this section, and Appendix B: IAS risk elements, should be read with this in mind.

**Decision making versus decision aids**

The most difficult steps taken by the authors to avoid anthropomorphization had to do with decision “making” given that our primary objective was to identify the concerns that must be addressed before transferring decision-making capabilities to an IAS. While machines are legally barred from making certain decisions, they are capable of selecting among courses of action based on predetermined selection parameters. Transfer of decision-making capabilities does not imply the authority to make decisions that are reserved by law for humans, nor does it imply the transfer of accountability for any negative consequences of “decisions” that machines are legally permitted to make.

IAS can serve as powerful decision aids [25] in support of military commanders. We assert that, an IAS can make a decision—even a decision affecting the four LOAC principles, without violating the principle that only humans are accountable for those decisions. So long as the IAS does not act on that decision without human approval the principle of human accountability is not violated. That human approval process means that the human has made the decision and the machine has been relegated to the role of a decision aid. The DAD descriptions in this section, and Appendix B: IAS risk elements, should be read with this in mind. The IAS is a decision aid, and not necessarily the entity that takes an action based on that decision—at least not without human approval.

**The assumption of increased risk**

All of the DADs address the need to mitigate the risk associated with the use of IAS. Some of them appear to make the assumption that with increased use of IAS comes increased risk. This is generally the case but may not be true in all situations. We do recognize that increased IAS use does not always increase, or even introduce risk, risk, but this report addresses risk mitigation. The situations where risk is not introduced or increased by IAS use require no new
corrective measures and therefore, are not considered here. The DAD descriptions in this section, and Appendix B: IAS risk elements, should be read with this in mind.

**DAD#1: Standard semantics and concepts**

- **Are all parties (developers, decision-makers, commanders, and operators) using a common and agreed-upon IAS lexicon so as not to inadvertently introduce risk via miscommunication?**

As the number of organizations developing IAS grows, the need for common definitions and consistency in the semantics that characterize IAS concepts also grows. The main objective of this DAD is to identify terms that, if misunderstood or miscommunicated, could lead to increased risk in the use of an IAS. It is especially important for all persons involved in the life cycle of an IAS (e.g., designers, developers, operators) to take a consistent approach in defining the terms to prevent risks that can inadvertently result in mishaps. Terms that require particular attention are those that are highly subjective and strongly depend on user interpretation and situational context. Consistency is not only important among the different people involved but also across the different phases of military operations. Having standard semantics and concepts may not completely eliminate risk, but reduces the risk of the operator misusing an IAS because of a miscommunication of the designer’s original intention.

**DAD#2: Continuity of legal accountability**

- **For every point in time during an operation, and for every component that may be used during that operation, is there a human who understands how the component functions, is aware of any autonomous functionality within the component, understands the risks associated with its use, and is legally accountable for authorizing its use?**

Autonomous functionality can exist in every “link” of the “kill chain,” not just at the pinnacle of the decision to apply lethal force. Similarly, autonomous functionality can exist in every precursor activity of a nonlethal autonomous decision aid. Perceived gaps in accountability magnify legal and ethical concerns in the debate on IAS. Ensuring the continuity of legal

---

16 DOD seeks to move from static, predefined “kill chains” to adaptive “kill webs” [26-27], where capabilities residing within disaggregated force components can dynamically formulate adaptive webs based on all of the options available [28]. Under this construct, operators and commanders will not know what components will constitute the optimal solution until perhaps the last moment, when the “chain” is assembled from the best options available within the “web.”
accountability through every phase of an operation and amongst every interaction between the subcomponents of the overall IAS can help alleviate these concerns.

**DAD#3: Degree of autonomy**

- Can the degree\(^{17}\) of autonomous functionality be adjusted to accommodate different or changing degrees of risk tolerance?

The degree of autonomy exists on a spectrum from zero autonomy, in which a human executes all functions, up to full autonomy, in which an IAS executes all functions. Increasing the degree of a system’s autonomy can increase the risk of an unintended negative consequence. Additionally, changes in risk tolerance come with changing situations, conditions, and commanders in any dynamic operational environment. Thus, it is advantageous to have the ability to adjust the degree of autonomous functionality to match different risk tolerances—reducing it when risk tolerance is low and increasing it when risk tolerance is high.

**DAD#4: Necessity of autonomy**

- Does use of the IAS impart a military advantage over a non-autonomous alternative system, to include reducing the probability of collateral damage, that justifies accepting the potential risks associated with the use of the IAS?

The role of autonomy is to extend and complement human capabilities, and it is especially valuable in situations that are “dull, dirty, or dangerous.” Autonomous functionalities also become necessary when an IAS can perform tasks more effectively, such as decision-making at speeds beyond human capability, and when an IAS can help prevent cognitive overload. Ultimately, the potential risks that come with the use of an IAS are justified if an IAS provides a clear advantage over a non-autonomous alternative system. However, if both perform similarly, then the user may opt to use the non-autonomous system to reduce the risks regarding legal and ethical concerns associated with the use of an IAS (when and if these risks are not also present in the non-autonomous alternative).

---

\(^{17}\) We use the term “degree” rather than “level,” noting only that autonomy exists on a spectrum. Levels imply rigidly defined positions or bands on that spectrum, and attempting to define these levels impedes progress [29].
DAD#5: Command and control

- Has every available and practicable measure been taken by the commander to; prevent loss of command and control, relinquish command and control (but not accountability) only in the most dire of circumstances where no other option is available, ensure transfer of command and control without its loss, detect and prevent unintended behaviors, deactivate systems that demonstrate unintended behavior, i.e. to fail safe when command and control is lost, and re-establish command and control as quickly and safely as possible when it is lost due to error, miscommunication, malfunction or enemy action?

One major concern with IAS is that in some critical circumstances command and control may be difficult or impossible. This DAD seeks to maintain command and control of the IAS to the greatest extent possible and practicable, mitigate against negative consequences when command and control is lost, and minimize but accept the situations where the commander must transfer decision-making capabilities to an IAS. The risk elements under this DAD allow the commander to make a risk-informed decision to transfer decision-making capabilities to an IAS. The commander thus remains accountable for any negative consequences that may result.

DAD#6: Presence of persons and objects protected from the use of force

- Will there be persons or objects present that cannot be subjected to the effects of the IAS, or that require justification in accordance with applicable laws, policies, and rules of engagement before being subjected to the effects of the IAS?

IAS use must comply with the LOAC, which requires distinction, proportionality, military necessity, and reducing unnecessary suffering in military operations [30]. LOAC applies to all forms and all instruments of warfare, including IAS. It obliges commanders to consider the presence of certain persons and objects in the operational environment. This DAD addresses specific classes of persons and objects protected from the use of force that use of an IAS must be able to identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement). This DAD specifically does not address the use of IAS that do not use force but can still cause harm, such as an automated or autonomous decision aids. We address those systems in DAD#13: Civil and natural rights.
DAD#7: Pre-operational audit logs

- Has positive control been retained over all components, and all processes used to develop the IAS, from the time of its pre-acquisition inception to its delivery to the fleet?

The purpose of pre-operational audit logs is provenance in the data, software (algorithms), hardware, personnel activities, and processes that are involved in creating an IAS. In order to take action or make a decision, an IAS depends on all of these, but most heavily on the data. Thus, it is critical to ensure that the data are not manipulated, or improperly deleted, and pre-operational audit logs do so by keeping track of authorized users who accesses and processes the data in much the same way as chain of custody is established and maintained in legal proceedings. It is also important to ensure that pre-operational audit logs have detailed descriptions of the origin and trace the development of the algorithms. Pre-operational audit logs also have information on inspecting computer hardware for repairs and modifications. Proper and complete documentation has an important role in establishing a reliable IAS by helping to retain positive control over all aspects of an IAS during its acquisition.

DAD#8: Operational audit logs

- Are all environmental conditions, sensor inputs, operator interactions, internal processes, IAS actions, and operational outcomes recorded for post-operation reconstruction and analyses to support accountability and improvements to tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP) and technology?

An important consideration in establishing confidence in, and acceptance of an IAS is transparency. Documenting inputs, actions, interactions, and outcomes will help create a transparent IAS. The documentation must be detailed and clear enough to promote confidence and acceptance and to enable post-operation reconstruction and analyses. Proper documentation enables users to share suggestions on improvements and lessons learned from previous systems. It also promotes ethical use of an IAS because the traceability created by these logs create the records required to enforce accountability.

DAD#9: Human-machine teaming

- Does design of the human-machine team (particularly when the use of force is involved) leverage the human’s superior ability to exercise judgment in the use of the IAS in order to reduce the risks associated with its use?
A common theme running through the literature regarding IAS is that the risks of its use come from its inability to adapt, generalize, or put information into a wider context—thus the concepts of “narrow artificial intelligence” [31] and “brittleness” [32]. It is unfortunate then that warfare (and many other application domains where IAS are used) occurs in an unforgiving environment replete with thinking adversaries that actively seek to push enemy commanders out of their tested and preferred concepts of operation and seek to push the technologies they depend on beyond their original design parameters.

One solution to this problem is to put a human operator “back” into or on the loop. This creates a conundrum in that doing so must not reintroduce the negative characteristics of human performance that the IAS was intended to remove in the first place. Human-machine teaming attempts to design system interactions whereby the respective strengths of the human and the machine are retained, and the weaknesses of each are not. IAS weaknesses can introduce additional legal and ethical risks. Human weaknesses can introduce additional operational risk. Therefore, human-machine team designs provide an opportunity to balance legal and ethical risks against operational risk. The objective of this study was to identify and mitigate the legal and ethical risks, but this must be balanced against operational risk. Hence the inclusion of human-machine teaming as a DAD.

**DAD#10: Test and evaluation adequacy**

- *Will/did the IAS test and evaluation procedure reflect the breadth, depth, and complexity of the contemplated operational environment to test and evaluate the system attributes unique to the use of autonomy technologies to the greatest extent practicable?*

The potential negative results of systems used by the DOD include unintended deaths. Such high stakes demand an exhaustive approach for test and evaluation to reduce the risk of these negative consequences. Nondeterministic IAS present a situation where the potential configurations are practically infinite in number, negating any attempt to test each and every possible IAS configuration exhaustively in each and every scenario.

Since there is little hope of eliminating all risk, ways must be found to minimize it to the greatest extent possible within the confines of time and funding constraints. Test and evaluation of IAS is further complicated by subjective terminology in the policy documents that mandate it [1, 5].

This DAD aids the development community in the maximization of test and evaluation, and the minimization of risk, to provide a balance between the depth, breadth, and complexity of
testing conditions, recognizing that exhaustively testing along all three axes is certainly not practicable and may not be possible.

**DAD#11: Autonomy training and education**

- *Does everyone associated with the use of IAS—developers, civilian and military leaders, and operators—understand the attributes of IAS enough to avoid illegal or unethical use?*

Initial and continuing training and education prepares developers, operators, and commanders to establish competence in recognizing the characteristics of an IAS that can lead to illegal or unethical use. Also, through training, human operators prepare for situations that require them to be more active and reestablish command and control for safety or security reasons. Training and education also illuminate the limitations of an IAS, the central role of its data and algorithms, and AI-specific failure modes so that the user can clearly understand the IAS technologies and avoid their misuse.

**DAD#12: Mission duration and geographic extent**

- *Will the time required to conduct the contemplated mission be so long, and/or the geographic extent of the IAS’ operating envelope so extensive, that pre-mission risk mitigation conditions and planning factors will change to an extent that might increase risk?*

The conditions at the beginning of a long-term mission may change with time. They may also change as the geographic range increases and possibly becomes different from what the IAS design calls for. Thus, initial risk assessments and preprogrammed plans may become invalid by the time an IAS needs to execute its task. Considering an IAS’ performance with respect to time and space is crucial in preventing misconstrued confidence that an IAS will execute its task with appropriate risk. In response to changing risk mitigation conditions and planning factors, it is important that an IAS be able to operate effectively and be equipped to disable autonomous functionalities.

**DAD#13: Civil and natural rights**

- *Have all available measures been taken to ensure that the IAS algorithms and/or machine learning (ML) training data employed in automated and autonomous decision aids do not*
contain any biases that might incorrectly, disproportionately, or otherwise unfairly affect an individual or a group of persons?

An IAS must be engineered to safeguard human rights—civil rights, which are explicitly codified in law, and natural rights, which are implicitly accepted to be self-evident by most freedom-loving persons and nations. This DAD contains natural rights that some public policy advocacy groups assert should be codified in law to become civil rights.

DOD intends to develop IAS as LAWS for use against enemy combatants, but also as non-lethal autonomous decision aids that can affect enemy combatants, US servicemembers and their dependents, DOD civilian employees, and third parties (including civilian populations). Clearly, each group has different expectations and protections with respect to civil and natural rights. Enemy combatants, for example, are not protected by many of the civil rights listed in this DAD.

A primary (but by no means only) source of risk to human rights infringement is bias. Therefore, IAS developers must be able to recognize algorithms and data that contain biases that will unfairly affect an individual or a group. Initial mitigation of bias in the software itself involves the developers being aware of a large variety of potential bias sources that can bias an IAS’ decisions against a particular individual or group of persons. This includes sources of “analytical” bias that are not inherently biased against any group or person but could become so if not identified and addressed.

Notifications of when an IAS is in use further mitigate the effects of bias, as they bring awareness to the persons affected by the IAS’ actions and decisions. Not all persons enjoy this right to notification. It is clearly not practical to extend this right to suspected criminals in law enforcement or some homeland security applications. This DAD also addresses the bias that occurs when operating in coalition and allied environments, such as bias that stems from different sets of treaties, ROE, or cultural norms. Overall, it is important for all persons involved—the developer, operator, commander, affected person, and oversight specialists—to be vigilant in detecting bias that may result in human rights violations.
How to Use the DADs and Their Elements

The common theme across the entire list of 565 risk elements that constitute the 13 DADs is the ability to identify and mitigate the risks associated with the use of IAS—not the technical or operational risks, but the legal and ethical risks. Our list of risk elements is extensive, so it is clearly impractical to use every element to mitigate every risk in every situation.

Risk mitigation requires the expenditure of scarce resources; program managers developing the IAS must balance the competing forces of cost, schedule, and performance. For the military commanders using the IAS, time is a scarce resource. Risk mitigation procedures often have an opportunity cost of some sort. Risk mitigation resources are finite, so risk management entails mitigating risk when resources are available to do so, accepting risk when they are not, or simply not using the system that generates the risk (while acknowledging that nonuse may create its own risks).

In this resource-constrained environment, some risk cannot be mitigated. Risk mitigation must be prioritized, with threats to human health or safety clearly being the highest priorities. Our goal is to help IAS developers and users identify risks and risk mitigations so they can make fully informed risk mitigation or acceptance decisions based on the constraints of their operational environment, be it a budget environment or a combat environment.

Defining a key performance parameter for the presence of ethical use enablers

A program manager seeking to comply with a KPP is, as discussed above, operating in a resource-constrained (budget) environment. Requirements intended to meet a KPP are thus written in a threshold/objective format:

- Threshold requirements are “must have” requirements. If they cannot be met with available resources, then more resources must be obtained, or the requirement must be relaxed, and additional risk must be accepted—else the program must be halted.
- Objective requirements are “nice to have” requirements. They are desired and, in our case, mitigate additional risk. But they are not critical to system operation; they can be addressed as resource availability permits.

In consultation with the various oversights boards that are part of the defense acquisition system’s processes [1, 33], the program manager determines which requirements are
objective, and which are threshold. In doing so, they tacitly accept some risks while mitigating others.

To use the DAD risk elements to define a KPP for the presence of ethical use enablers for a contemplated IAS, program managers would survey the entire list, discard any risk elements not applicable to the system based on its envisioned use, and then separate the remaining risk elements into threshold and objective requirements. In doing so, they define the resources required to meet the KPP via the threshold requirements and also define the programmatic risk tolerance via the objective requirements. It should be noted that any risk not mitigated during acquisition will be passed along to military commanders who take delivery of the system and are expected to use it; they must conduct their own operational risk assessment before using the system.

**Conducting operational risk assessments**

As previously noted, an IAS will not be delivered to the fleet if it is inherently illegal, but a legal weapon can still be used in an illegal manner. Similarly, with the adoption of the DOD AI ethical principles, an IAS will not be delivered to the fleet if its use would be inherently unethical, but it can still be used in an unethical manner. Military commanders must therefore make their own risk assessment prior to IAS use to ensure legal compliance and ethical conformity.

Ideally, many of these risk management decisions are made long before an operation is about to commence. Risks are mitigated or accepted during acquisition, as described above, but risk mitigation also occurs during mission planning [16]. Military commands make plans for potential operations in their areas of responsibility so that they are prepared if and when that operation must be conducted. Part of that planning entails identifying and understanding potential risks and weighing those against the military necessities required to accomplish the military objectives.

For legal and ethical issues, military commanders receive advice and support from lawyers—principally, the Staff Judge Advocate (SJA) [30]. This support occurs during long-range planning for potential future operations, and during short-range planning immediately preceding an operation that is about to commence.

During both the long- and short-term planning exercises, the supporting SJA could use the DAD risk elements as a ready reference for the many IAS-associated risks that must be mitigated or accepted. Ideally, the risk elements will be incorporated into standing, theatre, and mission specific ROE long before operations commence. As was done by the acquisition program

---

19 For example, War Plan Orange, the plan to conquer the Japanese empire in the Pacific, was a decades-long planning process prior to World War II [34].
manager, the SJA, in consultation with technical and operational SMEs on the commander’s staff [35], can determine which risk elements are relevant to the contemplated operation and which risk elements are relevant to the IAS available to conduct it. Of those risk elements that are relevant, the SJA can make an assessment as to the feasibility of implementing available risk mitigation measures and then advise the commander accordingly. Using the DAD risk elements as a pre-operational “checklist” ensures that all IAS-associated risks that must be considered are considered. The risk assessment is thus fully informed.

**Other potential uses**

We crafted the risk elements that constitute the DADs to be customizable to any IAS application domain simply by choosing the risk elements appropriate to the desired application and disregarding those that are not. For example, risk elements that address the application of lethal force are not required when mitigating the risk that an IAS at a bank might deny a mortgage application. Risk elements that address privacy concerns are not required for battlefield applications. The customizable use of generic risk elements means that the DAD risk elements have the potential to mitigate the legal and ethical risks of IAS use far beyond the military centric KPP and operational checklist use cases above that were the primary objective of this study. We detail below other potential use cases.

**DOD contracting officers**

The DOD AI ethical principles require that all AI-enabled systems be responsible, equitable, traceable, reliable, and governable [5-6]. Presumably, contractors that provide AI to DOD must deliver solutions that adhere to these five principles. Unfortunately, these terms are open to subjective interpretation, making their enforcement in DOD acquisition problematic.

DOD could improve enforcement and adherence if contracting officers provide potential vendors an explicit checklist in any request for proposals that, if met, would constitute contractual adherence to the five principles. We assert that the list of DAD risk elements developed in this study could serve as just such a measurable and testable checklist. Depending on the application, contracting officers could draw from the list to develop *explicit* contract requirements that enable adherence to the DOD AI ethical principles. Contract requirements are often written in the form of “shall statements.” For example, the following risk element, in the form of a question:

- Can the IAS recognize symbols that designate persons and objects protected from the use of force, such as a Red Cross or Red Crescent?

Is easily convertible into a contractual requirement in the form of a declarative shall statement:
• The IAS shall recognize symbols that designate persons and objects protected from
the use of force, such as a Red Cross or Red Crescent.

The DOD AI ethical principles are already a requirement for at least one DOD request for
proposals. The Joint AI Center’s Data Readiness for AI Data (DRAID) request states that "orders
executed with the DRAID will explicitly include a task requiring the contractors to demonstrate
how their products and solutions address or instantiate the DOD AI Ethical Principles" [36].
Providing prospective contractors with a checklist that would explicitly state how their
products and solutions can conform to DOD’s AI ethical principles would ease their task and
lower the bar to entry for the small and innovative companies that this contracting vehicle
explicitly seeks to encourage. This would also provide government contract officers with
objective and measurable requirements upon which to base contract adherence. As an
illustrative example, the ethical use principle of traceability could be met by choosing from the
risk elements listed under the two “audit log” DADs above (see the recommendation below on
reimagining the approach to “defining” standard terminology).

**Law enforcement**

We noted the many similarities between DOD and law enforcement use of AI when we noted
that facial recognition algorithms are essentially “targeting” algorithms. Indeed, just as the
Campaign to Stop Killer Robots is a coalition of groups that seeks a ban on AI in LAWS, the
American Civil Liberties Union heads a coalition of groups seeking a presidential moratorium
on the use of facial recognition technology in the United States [37]. The group European
Digital Rights calls for a similar ban in Europe [38]. Nineteen of the documents in Appendix A
deal directly with concerns regarding facial recognition. Thus, it should not be surprising that
our list of DAD risk elements could be useful for law enforcement applications too. These
organizations also acquire and field IAS that have the potential to result in negative
consequences for individual persons and groups.

**Automated decision systems**

Automated decision systems are ubiquitous, and while the stakes are lower than for DOD use
of LAWS, these systems still have the potential to negatively impact individual persons or
groups [39]. Several documents in Appendix A deal with these systems; hence, as with the law-
enforcement use case, our list of DAD risk elements could be used to develop customizable
acquisition requirements and risk mitigation frameworks for these systems too.

**SMEs**

Responses from our SME request for comment included specific potential uses:

• Concept and doctrine development for overall system and subsystems
• Decision-making criteria for all stages in the systems engineering process
• Generation and decomposition of the system design process requirements
• Interrogation of uses for, and impacts of, the system to drive design decisions
• Risk assessment for design evaluation and changes
• Criteria for automated test case development in DevSecOps pipelines.

Maintaining an interdisciplinary autonomy risk element list across scientific, engineering, acquisition, doctrinal, policy, and warfighting user communities will enable a broader, more transparent understanding of the development and use of IAS. It will help clear up miscommunication and establish coherence between different user communities.

20 Development, security, and operations.
Conclusion

The DOD is committed to the ethical use of the AI and robotics technologies that enable IAS, including LAWS. This commitment is articulated in policy [1, 5], which is a necessary, but not sufficient first step toward achieving ethical use. To carry these policies into practice, the scientists, engineers and acquisition professionals that develop and acquire autonomous systems, and the strategic-, operational-, and tactical-level military commanders that order their use or use them require additional tools.

This CNA analysis sought to provide at least some of the required tools in the form of the DADs and the list of risk elements that constitute them. These tools facilitate the requirements definition needed to acquire autonomous systems. We purposefully developed them with an eye toward use within current Defense Acquisition System processes [2]. These tools also facilitate the risk assessment that military commanders conduct when deciding whether a contemplated use of an IAS adheres to the LOAC, DOD policies, DOD AI ethical principles, and ROE. Thus we also purposefully developed them with an eye toward use within the Joint Planning Process [16]. They are also adaptable to the planning processes of the other services, and to those on non-military organizations as well.

This CNA analysis also sought to demonstrate the depth of DOD’s commitment to the ethical use of IAS by publishing these “implementation enablers” in a publicly available document, subject to continued public scrutiny, debate, and collaboration. We expect the transparency of this approach to lead to improved public trust in DOD’s use of IAS and a reduction in the misinformation, miscommunication, and misinterpretation of intent present in the current debate over the use of AI and robotics technologies.
Recommendations

Mandate a KPP for the presence of ethical use enablers for IAS

This report provides a tool that acquisition professionals can use to develop measurable, testable, and thus enforceable KPPs. Policy is a necessary but not sufficient first step toward the ethical use of IAS. There is plenty of evidence from the DOD's long and unsuccessful attempts to “require” data sharing suggesting that policy without a credible enforcement mechanism\(^\text{21}\) seldom achieves the policy's objectives [40].

When a requirement is written down in an acquisition document, it becomes part of a legally enforceable contract between the government and the vendor. Generally, if the requirement is not met, the vendor is not paid.\(^\text{22}\) KPPs and their measurable and testable parameters are one vehicle by which requirements become contractual obligations. A policy that makes a KPP mandatory is thus an enforceable policy.

We recommend that the presence of ethical use enablers be made a mandatory KPP for all IAS. Legal use is already mandatory for all weapons systems [2-3], so a mandatory KPP to accomplish legal use is not required for IAS. Presumably, legal use would encompass ethical use, but perhaps not.\(^\text{23}\) We also note that DOD policy places additional review requirements for both nonlethal weapons [4] and autonomous weapons [1]. The additional requirement that the presence of ethical use enablers become a mandatory KPP for IAS is therefore deemed necessary and is consistent with exiting DOD policy.

Using the term “presence of ethical use enablers” instead of just “ethical use” is cumbersome, but necessary. Recall from an earlier section of this report “Putting the 13 DADs in context” that the IAS cannot “be” ethical, so policy requires “ethical use” by the human operator or commander. The defense acquisition system levies requirements on acquired machines, not

---

\(^{21}\) “One more unenforceable policy, law, framework, or strategy document will not help. If you are drafting such a document, and are not including enforcement mechanisms, put down your pen” [40]. It should also be noted that even if enforcement mechanisms exist, they are equally ineffective without funds for implementation.

\(^{22}\) We say “generally” because in the acquisition of complex military systems, vendors are sometimes granted relief from the government if a requirement cannot be met due to circumstances beyond their control.

\(^{23}\) In his book, *Army of None: Autonomous Weapons and the Future of War* [7], Paul Scharre recounts an incident in Afghanistan where a young girl was scouting his position in support of Taliban fighters. While it would have been legal to fire on the girl, Scharre and his fellow US Army squad members concluded that it would not be ethical and did not fire.
human operators or commanders. An “ethical use” KPP is therefore nonsensical and not executable. The “requirements” placed on the humans that DOD “acquires,” (to become operators and commanders) are levied by the service-level personnel systems, not the defense acquisition system, and come in the form of knowledge, skills, and abilities, not requirements.

We note without further comment (because it is beyond the scope of the present study) that the merging of human and machine capabilities in human-machine teaming applications may well blur the lines between the human-centric and machine-centric DOD systems and processes if DOD is to fully leverage the promised human-machine synergies.

Making the presence of ethical use enablers one of just five mandatory KPPs for IAS (four already exist for all DOD acquisitions) would send a clear and unequivocal signal to all concerned parties that the DOD is committed to the ethical use of autonomy technologies. Failure to do so sends the opposite signal and opens up the DOD to continued criticism and opposition from advocacy groups opposed to LAWS.

**Incorporate risk mitigation checklists into doctrine and planning**

This report also provides a tool that commanders can use to mitigate the risks associated with IAS use. Since those risks are of a legal and/or ethical nature, the person on the commander’s staff primarily responsible for this effort would be the Legal Counsel, General Counsel, or Staff Judge Advocate, depending on the level of command. Joint Publication 1-04 *Legal Support to Military Operations* [30] describes how these legal advisors support the commander.

We recommend revising Joint Publication 1-04 (and its subordinate service-level publications) to incorporate the use of checklists that mitigate the legal and ethical risks created by the use of IAS. The checklists should be derived from an authoritative and standardized list of risk mitigation elements (see next recommendation).

**Maintain an authoritative and standardized joint autonomy risk elements list (JAREL)**

The execution of this study made it clear that developing the elements of a KPP or a risk mitigation checklist “from scratch” is a time-consuming and labor-intensive endeavor. We cannot reasonably expect the developers and users of IAS to do so for every new IAS or for every substantive modification of an existing IAS. KPP and checklist development requires a menu of elements in a common language, which serves as the foundation for KPP and risk mitigation-checklist development.
This approach is not without precedent: It is analogous to the use of the universal joint task list (UJTL) to develop mission essential task lists (METLs) tailored to specific missions in specific operational environments under specific ROE. The UJTL is “a menu of tasks in a common language, which serves as the foundation for joint operations planning across the range of military and interagency operations”[41]. The UJTL is maintained, updated quarterly, and made available to mission planners via the Joint Electronic Library website.

We recommend the creation and continued maintenance of a “joint autonomy risk elements list” (JAREL) similar in form and function to the UJTL. We further recommend that the risk elements developed in this study (listed in Appendix B: IAS risk elements) serve as the initial JAREL.

**Make the JAREL publicly available to the greatest extent possible**

There may be JAREL elements whose inclusion in a publicly available list would disclose potential vulnerabilities of US military forces. Clearly, risk elements of this nature should not be publicly disclosed and may even have to be classified. We anticipate that the vast majority of JAREL elements would be releasable to the public because they would not become controlled or classified until tied to a particular region, operation, or joint warfighting concept. Harkening back to the analogy between the UJTL and the JAREL, the “disassociated” UJTL is unclassified, but the METLs derived from them and associated with a specific mission may then become classified.

Making all JAREL elements that do not disclose potential vulnerabilities publicly available has several significant advantages:

- The transparency created by publishing the JAREL reduces the occurrence of misinformation, miscommunication, and/or misinterpretation regarding the statements and intentions of the parties involved in the development of AI for warfare systems and those who oppose this development.
- Public trust of the military in its use of autonomy technology would likely be elevated from its current low levels. [42]
- Private sector vendors (and current and prospective DOD employees) that might hesitate to participate in DOD IAS development [43] may now be willing to do so, given their better understanding of DOD’s legal and ethical safeguards. DOD can ill afford to forego their contributions.
• Public participation and input into the quarterly updates to the JAREL become an opportunity to engage and collaborate with industry, academia, and the public to further build trust in DOD’s use of IAS.

• Public availability allows non-DOD developers and users of nonmilitary IAS—in government and in the private sector—to build measurable and testable functional requirements and risk mitigation checklists for their own products. In this way, a significant and wide-ranging social good can be realized from DOD investment in the JAREL.

• A wider pool of JAREL users will increase the lessons learned from its use, and those lessons can flow to, and from, the DOD—again realizing a significant and wide-ranging social good from DOD’s investment.

• As more IAS practitioners from government, industry, and academia begin to use the same standard JAREL for requirements definition and risk reduction, collaboration among them becomes more seamless. Administrative, organizational, and contractual “friction” decreases.

• DOD will become the intellectual leader in this area, rather than the follower or adopter of private industry achievements. This can make DOD more competitive with private industry employers in the battle to attract an IAS development workforce.

• DOD leadership in the implementation of legal and ethical IAS applications can also provide a comparative military advantage vis-à-vis other nations in the competition to attract allies and partners.

## Reimagine the approach to “defining” standard terminology

One of our DADs (standard semantics and concepts) addresses the need for all parties to use consistent terminology to prevent the operational risk that can result from miscommunication. IAS development spans a diverse set of stakeholder groups with different perspectives, interpretations, and even objectives. Even when objectives are not in conflict, arriving at a common lexicon can be an exceedingly difficult thing to do and can cause working groups to get bogged down in definitional and terminological debates and squabbles that impede progress toward their ultimate objective. The years-long inability to arrive at consensus definitions with respect to LAWS has been pointed out as one of the factors impeding progress.

---

24 One member of the CNA study team (Stumborg) participated in the development of the Weapons Technical Intelligence Improvised Explosive Device Lexicon [44], which was eventually adopted and published by the United Nations Mine Action Service [45]. This observation stems from that experience.
among delegates to the United Nations Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons as they grapple with the appropriate use of autonomy in weapons systems [46-48].

Again, this report notes that policy is a necessary but not sufficient first step toward the ethical use of IAS—one of the previously stated reasons for this is that policy in and of itself may not provide the tools required to implement it. Another reason that policy is an insufficient first step is the use of subjective terminology that is prone to misinterpretation. For example, DOD Directive 3000.09 uses the term “appropriate levels of human judgment,” but the Campaign to Stop Killer Robots prefers “meaningful human control.” At least one DOD legal scholar considers this to be a distinction without a difference [49]; other individuals that the study team consulted disagree. This ongoing “definitional conflict” creates much of the miscommunication and misunderstanding in the debates over the ethical use of autonomy in warfare.

Similarly, the five DOD AI ethical principles [5] are not yet actionable or implementable as written because they contain words that are subject to misinterpretation.

We propose a different approach. Rather than attempt to define and then attempt to adhere to these terms using still more terms that may in turn also be subject to misinterpretation, we propose that DOD define what it means to adhere to each term by choosing from the list of measurable and testable JAREL entries that, if met, would constitute adherence. The JAREL represents explicit conditions that an engineer can work to meet. As an example, one of the five DOD AI ethical principles is “traceable,” defined as follows:

Relevant personnel possess an appropriate understanding of technology, development processes, and operational methods applicable to AI capabilities, including transparent and auditable methodologies, data sources, and design procedure and documentation. [5]

Troublesome subjective terms in this definition include “relevant,” “appropriate,” “transparent,” and “auditable.”

We contend that the 53 risk elements that constitute the “pre-operational audit logs” DAD are an actionable “yes/no checklist” that could be adopted to “define” an IAS as “traceable” when the engineer is able to answer “yes” to all 53 conditions.25 We do acknowledge that while most of the 53 risk elements are extremely difficult to misinterpret (i.e., “Is the IAS training data retention policy documented?”), a small number could be subject to misinterpretation (i.e.,

---

25 We previously discussed the difference between threshold and objective requirements. In this particular example, all 53 requirements are treated as threshold requirements. This is only an example. In practice, some subset of the 53 requirements would likely be threshold, with the remainder being objective requirements or not adopted as requirements at all.
“Does the IAS use any open-source training data with absent or suspect provenance documentation?” This depends on one’s definition of the subjective term “suspect.”

In a similar fashion, adherence to the “equitable” principle could be defined using the risk elements from the “civil and natural rights” DAD. Adherence to the DOD Directive 3000.09 requirement that a LAWS be tested in a “realistic operational environment” (“realistic” being the troublesome subjective term here) could be defined using the risk elements under the “test and evaluation adequacy” DAD.

Create a research and development portfolio for ethically conforming IAS

Many of the 565 IAS risk elements listed in this report also comprise a list of capabilities that, if realized, would enable ethically conforming IAS. Some of these capabilities can be realized by new or modified TTPs, and others are amenable to a technology solution. The latter should therefore be considered for investment by the DOD research and development (R&D) enterprise.

IAS development requires many other technologies not listed here (navigation, communications, etc.), so the recommended R&D effort would be just a portion of the overall IAS R&D portfolio—the portion that enables IAS to be used in an ethically conforming manner.

The listed capabilities currently exist at various levels of technical maturity, from those that would likely require extensive basic scientific research, such as:

- Can the IAS distinguish between benign and hostile intentions?

To those that require little more than an integration of existing technologies, such as:

- Can the IAS detect both sharp and gradual changes in its own performance and provide alerts to the human operator and other systems based on criticality?

To accelerate the delivery of ethically conforming IAS, we recommend that DOD research program directors with responsibilities for autonomy technologies use the results of this study to identify and prioritize their R&D program’s investments using a four-step process:

1. Identify which of the 565 autonomy risk elements in this report describe capabilities that could be achieved by developing a technical solution.

2. Evaluate the technology readiness level of each and assign responsibility to either basic research program managers, or engineering development program managers, as appropriate.

3. Prioritize the list of potential investments based on:
a. the impact its development would have across contemplated DOD IAS investments,
b. the impact its development would have on IAS-dependent concepts of operation,
c. the time and funding required to develop and deliver the technology.
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Appendix A: Bibliography of documents consulted

The documents listed below were the source of the 565 risk elements we used to identify the 13 DADs. They are categorized for convenience only, noting that several documents could be listed in more than one of our chosen categories. For example, at least one listed nongovernmental organization (Campaign to Stop Killer Robots) is an umbrella organization made up of multiple organizations, some of which appear elsewhere in this list. In addition, the documents listed under national governments and international governmental organizations are written by them or about their approach to AI and autonomy. All documents are available online or are cleared for public release.

Academia


---

The astute reader of this bibliography will note that the People’s Republic of China and the Russian Federation are heavily over-represented by document count. This was intentional. These countries have expressed a desire to lead the world in AI, have large militaries, and have governance and civil rights structures very different from most of the other nations sampled in this bibliography. Additionally, CNA has a China studies group and a Russia studies group with analysts that read and speak the Mandarin Chinese and Russian languages respectively.


  https://repository.tudelft.nl/islandora/object/uuid:35cfe91a-bd59-427d-89a9-e2019f9b0c28?collection=research.

  https://www.researchgate.net/publication/308340634_Team_IHMC%27s_Lessons_Learned_from_the_DARPA_Robotics_Challenge_Finding_Data_in_the_Rubble.


Books


Public policy advocacy groups

Ada Lovelace Institute

**AI Now Institute**


**American Civil Liberties Union**


**Article 36**


**Campaign to Stop Killer Robots**


**Computing Community Consortium & Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence**


**Human Rights Watch**


International Committee of the Red Cross


International Committee for Robot Arms Control


International Panel on the Regulation of Autonomous Weapons


The Open Data Institute


PAX for Peace


Stockholm International Peace Research Institute


International governmental organizations

Europe/multinational


North Atlantic Treaty Organization


Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

United Nations

**United Nations Economic Commission for Europe**


**United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research**


**United Nations Security Council**


**Other United Nations groups**


**National governments**

**Commonwealth of Australia**


**Dominion of Canada**


**People’s Republic of China**


**Kingdom of Denmark**


**Federal Republic of Germany**


**Republic of India**


**State of Israel**

Russian Federation

  

- *Advanced Research Foundation Believes Robots Will Lead the Future Wars.* (Фонд перспективных исследований считает, что войны будущего поведут роботы).
  

  

- *A Human Must be Removed from the Battlefield: Combat Robots are Pushing Soldiers Out.* (Человека с поля боя надо убирать»: боевые роботы теснят солдат).
  
  Moskovskij Komsomolets. Apr. 9, 2021.
  

  

- *Meduza Interviewed Herbert Efremov, a Developer of Russian Hypersonic Weapons. His Name was Kept Secret Until September 2020.* (Спецкор «Медузы» Лилия Яппарова встретилась с секретным конструктором ракет Гербертом Ефремовым и поговорила с ним об будущем оружия).
  
  

  
  

  
  


• Martyanov, Oleg. *There Won’t be an Army of Terminators, There Will be an Army of Markers.* (Олег Мартынов: в будущем будет не армия терминаторов, а армия умных "Маркеров"). Jun. 29, 2020. Tass.ru. [https://tass.ru/interviews/8831445](https://tass.ru/interviews/8831445).


Kingdom of Saudi Arabia


United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland


United States of America

Office of the President


United States Congress


Department of Commerce


Department of Defense/Joint Staff/Office of the Secretary of Defense


**Department of the Air Force**


**Department of the Army**


Department of the Navy


Department of Energy


Department of Homeland Security


Department of Transportation


State of Illinois


State of Texas

United Arab Emirates


Think tanks and research centers

Center for Naval Analyses


Center for a New American Security


Center for Security and Emerging Technology


Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments

**Center for Strategic & International Studies**


**MITRE**

Appendix B: IAS risk elements

Before applying this list, refer to the previous sections, “The 13 DADs” and “How to Use the DADs and Their Elements”, for context and scope.

DAD#1: Standard semantics and concepts

- Have all parties identified all the important terms being used in the development and use of the IAS that require definition?
- Are all parties (when they come from different organizations with different doctrine with respect to IAS use) using consistent and non-conflicting doctrinal terminology?
- Does IAS use require the use of rapidly emerging terminology that must be defined and agreed upon before use?
- Are all parties using the same definitions for “artificial intelligence,” “intelligent autonomous systems,” “autonomy,” “automatic,” and “autonomous functionality?”
- Are all parties using the same definitions for “peacetime status” and wartime status?
- Are all parties using the same definitions for IAS “degree of autonomy?”
- Are all parties using the same definition for “realistic operational environment” for IAS developmental and operational test and evaluation purposes?
- Are all parties using the same definitions for “training data, input data and feedback data?”
- Are all parties using the same definitions for the several and distinct operational phases?27
- Are all parties using the same risk management framework?
- Are all parties using the same technical standards throughout the entire lifecycle of the IAS?
- Are all parties using the same metrics for quantitative analysis (e.g., analyzing confidence levels, comparing similarities, measuring differences)?

27 This document uses a generic (and non-doctrinal) framework of: Search, Detection, Tracking, Identification, Cueing, Prioritization, Selection, Engagement Timing, Terminal Guidance, Engagement, Battle Damage Assessment,” but other constructs are just as appropriate, for example: F3EAD (Find, Fix Finish, Exploit, Analyze and Disseminate) can be used. The choice of framework is not as important here as the need for all parties to agree to and use a common framework.
DAD#2: Continuity of legal accountability

Pre-operational phase considerations

- Has the concept of operation been analyzed to verify that no temporal or spatial accountability gaps exist regarding the use of IAS?
- Has the concept of operation been analyzed to verify that no transfer of command and control over the IAS can occur without specific authorization by the person(s) designated to be accountable for the use of the IAS?
- Is/are the person(s) designated to be accountable for the use of an IAS the only person(s) with the physical ability to transfer decision-making capability to the IAS?
- Is/are the person(s) designated to be accountable for the use of an IAS the only person(s) able to authorize in situ changes to the IAS’s configuration created by exposure to incoming data streams?
- Have all persons who may be designated to be accountable for the use of an IAS received training on the Law of Armed Conflict and ethics policies?
- Have all persons who may be designated to be accountable for the use of an IAS been briefed on the current and prevailing rules of engagement?
- Have all persons who may be designated to be accountable for the use of an IAS understand that transfer of decision-making capabilities to an IAS does not transfer accountability for the results of any decisions made by that IAS?
- Can IAS lethal capabilities (or other capabilities authorized only for use during wartime) be disabled during peacetime and only be activated after a verifiable transmission is received from an accountable (military or civilian) authority?
- Can the IAS engagement parameters be pre-set to either allow or prohibit it from developing its own target selection, discrimination, or engagement criteria?

Considerations for all eleven operational phases

1) Search  
2) Detection  
3) Tracking  
4) Identification  
5) Cueing  
6) Prioritization  
7) Selection  
8) Engagement timing  
9) Terminal guidance  
10) Engagement  
11) Battle damage assessment
• Does the IAS allow for human judgment to be exercised over the IAS during this phase while complying with the relevant rules of engagement?

• If one is required, has the commander designated someone to be accountable for exercising human judgement over any IAS in use during this phase?

• Is/are the accountable person(s) able to disable, redirect or recall the IAS if they obtain evidence that it may be operating in a manner contrary to law, policy, rules of engagement, or outside of expected technical parameters?

• Has every platform and asset that has autonomous functionality been identified?

• Has every subcomponent of the IAS that provides or contributes to autonomous functionality been documented and assessed?

• Are there multiple connected IAS involved in the mission?

• Have all systems assessed as having no autonomous functionality been certified to that affect?

• Is/are the person(s) accountable for executing the tasks in this phase aware of all IAS available for use?

• Is/are the person(s) accountable for executing the tasks in this phase trained and certified in the use of all IAS available for use?

• Will the IAS respond to instructions only from the person(s) designated to be accountable for the use of the IAS?

• Will the IAS respond only to instructions that follow the commander's intent or equivalent authoritative statement of the overarching mission objectives?

**Transfer of command and control**

• Can the IAS transfer command and control between entities authorized to exercise this command and control without creating any temporal gaps in accountability?

• Is there a process by which the person(s) designated to be accountable for the use of an IAS in any particular phase are made aware of any decisions made by an IAS in a previous phase that they have “inherited” and are now accountable for?

• Does the IAS clearly communicate the transfer of command and control to and/or from the human operator?

• Is accountability for the use of the IAS, to include knowledge of what actions may transfer accountability to others or to themselves, understood by all participants in the operation?
• Can the human operator take command and control of just the use of force functions and allow the IAS to continue to execute other tasks (i.e., navigation, sensor data ingest) autonomously?

• Are there subsystems in the IAS that can continue to operate with full autonomy, while other subsystems need human judgment?

• Will the transfer of command and control between (culturally different) coalition and allied forces be subject to any cultural biases in training data sets that might affect IAS functions?

• Do the commander and human operators understand the implications of sharing accountability when transferring command and control in coalition and allied operations?

• Is the human operator sufficiently trained to appropriately judge when to take command and control even when the IAS does not recommend it?

**General considerations**

• Are protections in place to prevent the problem of the “moral buffer,” where the user mentally transfers accountability for negative consequences to the machine?

• Has/have an accountable person(s) been identified for the inadvertent use of force (to include friendly-fire incidents) caused by the IAS?

• Are enemy actions that result in loss of IAS command and control and subsequent negative outcomes sensed, communicated, and recorded?

• Are communications between the IAS and the person(s) designated to be accountable for its use reliable enough (e.g., consistent, frequent) to support this accountability?

• Is command and control over the IAS limited to a human (mindlessly) pressing a “fire” button in response to indications from an IAS?

• Is there communication between the human operators who are each accountable for understanding their individual functions of the IAS that they operate?

• Are all human operators accountable for the outcome of IAS use, even if they were only involved in a subcomponent of the overall mission?

**DAD#3: Degree of autonomy**

• Can the degree of IAS autonomy be adjusted?

• Can the degree of IAS autonomy be made known (through markings or public communications such as a notice to mariners) to supported friendly forces, to
noncombatants, and/or to enemy combatants at the discretion of the operator or commander?

- Can the IAS make it known to anyone who might be in a position to disable, board, or seize it that it has—and will exercise—its universal right to self-defense?

- Can the commander or operator throttle the IAS to dynamically increase or decrease the degree of autonomy to adjust to the dynamics of the operational situation?

- Is there an established and accepted threshold degree of autonomy, that when exceeded, the IAS becomes a LAWS, where a human no longer selects the target?

- Can the degree of IAS autonomy be conditionally changed, either through predetermined rule sets, or resulting from emergent information not covered by the predetermined rules, such as the elevation of the defense condition (DEFCON)?

- Can the degree of IAS autonomy for a multi-mission capable platform be chosen and/or adjusted independently for each mission?

- Can the degree of autonomy for each autonomous function of an IAS be adjusted individually?

- Can the degree of IAS autonomy be selected by the IAS such that it is the lowest degree of autonomy required to accomplish the mission?

- Can the degree of IAS autonomy be chosen to allow the IAS to calculate probable enemy losses for a candidate action, compare these losses to how the candidate action contributes to the success of the mission, and make a “return on investment” assessment before taking the action?

- Can the degree of IAS autonomy be adjusted downward for platforms with larger magazines in consideration of the increased level of risk that the larger magazine presumably entails?

- Can the degree of IAS autonomy be adjusted downward to reduce risk when operational conditions are such that there is a higher perceived risk to the IAS from either enemy action, environmental factors or malfunction?

- Is the human operator fully equipped and prepared to take over if the IAS malfunctions or breaks down mid-operation?

- Does the human operator fully understand the differences between an automatic system and an autonomous system?

- Can the degree of autonomy be adjusted based on various levels of abstraction (e.g., task, function, or mission)?
DAD#4: Necessity of autonomy

General considerations

- Can the contemplated operation be executed with a non-autonomous alternative?
- Do rules of engagement or policy require the commander to consider all available non-autonomous alternatives before employing an IAS?
- Will failure to transfer decision-making capabilities to the IAS result in a military disadvantage?
- Is the contemplated task monotonous or fatiguing (i.e., “dull”) to the point that human performance will degrade but IAS performance will not?
- Does the contemplated task put humans in harm’s way by exposing them to (dirty) hazardous materials?
- Does the contemplated task put humans in harm’s way by exposing them to (dangerous) enemy action or violent weather conditions?
- Does the use of the IAS deprive the commander of human ingenuity, creativity, flexibility, or (operational) art capabilities that makes the force less capable?
- Can the IAS conduct an operation more safely than a human can?
- Does the commander have any systems that provide the same capability as the IAS, but do not depend on AI or autonomy?
- Does the existing force structure and manning necessitate the use of IAS?
- Can the IAS help determine whether to use autonomous, semi-autonomous, or non-autonomous functional modes based on current circumstances and conditions?
- Can the use of IAS improve military capabilities?
- Can the use of IAS reduce loss of human life?

IAS capabilities are clearly superior

- Is the perceptual space of the IAS clearly superior to that of the nonautonomous alternative (i.e., infrared or radio frequency emission detection)?
- Can the IAS consistently catch important clues that human operators would miss or misconstrue?
- Does the IAS consistently have greater operational range or longer time on station than the nonautonomous alternative?
- Can the IAS physically outmaneuver any enemy platforms it might face, for which the nonautonomous alternative cannot?
• Can the IAS consistently service targets that are inaccessible to the nonautonomous alternative?
• Can the IAS consistently conduct multiple tasks simultaneously, freeing up humans for other tasks that the human is better suited to than the IAS?

**Distinction**

• Can the IAS create a model of a given object and differentiate the object (military versus civilian) as well or better than the nonautonomous alternative can?
• Can the IAS create a model of a person and differentiate enemy combatants, friendly combatants, and noncombatants as well as, or better than, the nonautonomous alternative can?
• Is a level of confidence required to be established for the IAS to distinguish a target in different operational situations?
• Does the IAS know when a given object is outside of its training set (i.e., out-of-distribution detection)?

**Proportionality**

• Would the use of IAS allow the commander to use more precise munitions to minimize collateral damage?
• Can the IAS determine the appropriate level of proportionality in attack during the conduct of a mission (e.g., when to continue, when to cease action)?
• Can the IAS provide better identification and more accurately strike a specific location on a target with smaller munition and reduced blast radius?
• Can the IAS discern whether or not the target is sufficiently valuable to risk collateral damage?

**Decision speed**

• Is the speed of operation of the IAS in synch with the speed of the situational assessment?
• Does the superior decision speed of the IAS over the human justify the risk of an incorrect decision by the IAS that a human would not likely make incorrectly?
• Will the IAS be used for situations where human reactions are too slow for an effective response?
• Will IAS decision-making speed decrease if it must allow human operators to oversee and approve its actions?
• Does the mission require action in windows of opportunity too short for effective human intervention/action?
• Will the failure to transfer decision-making capabilities to the IAS result in the enemy having a faster OODA loop?

Preventing cognitive overload

• Are battlefield information flows so fast as to justify a reliance on an IAS instead of a human decision maker?
• Are battlefield information flows so large as to justify a reliance on an IAS instead of a human decision maker?
• Are battlefield information flows so varied as to justify a reliance on an IAS instead of a human decision maker?
• Will the use of the IAS cause the pace of events on the battlefield to accelerate beyond the point that the commander can comprehend the events and take decisive action?
• Will the enemy use of the IAS cause the pace of events on the battlefield to accelerate beyond the point that the commander can comprehend and control these events?

Imposing dilemmas on the enemy

• Can the decisions of the IAS overwhelm the adversary's decision-making process?
• Can the decisions of the IAS complicate the adversary's decision-making process by being less predictable than the decisions of a human operator?
• Can the IAS provide both speed and scale of action to impose multiple dilemmas on the enemy?
• Will the IAS enable superposition of multiple, fluidly composed and independent kill chains (or webs) that eliminate, or at least severely curtail, response options available to the enemy?
• Can the IAS create an operational tempo that does not permit the adversary to regroup or concentrate?
DAD#5: Command and control

Preventing loss of command and control

- Can the IAS determine if its (possibly changing) operational environment requires “human-in-the-loop,” “human-on-the-loop,” or “human-out-of-the-loop” control and make that requirement known to a human operator?
- Is the IAS prohibited from learning and executing new behaviors based on sensor inputs or data feeds received once decision-making capabilities have been transferred to it?
- If the IAS is allowed to modify its behavior, does it consult the human operator beforehand?
- Is the IAS prohibited from initiating operation in the absence of a control link to a human operator?
- Is the IAS prohibited from moving to a location where the control link to a human operator can be degraded or lost?
- Is the human operator still able to provide command and control over the actions of the IAS when it is employed as part of, and can act based on the conditions within, a swarm of other IAS?
- Is the human operator able to choose between a “human in, on, or out of the loop”?
- Does the IAS enable the commander to determine and/or manage the symmetries/asymmetries in the level of complexity between own forces and enemy forces?
- If a situation becomes too complex or unfolds too rapidly for the human operator to comprehend, can the human operator terminate an engagement?
- Are the number of human operators available sufficient to the number of IAS requiring command and control?
- Can the IAS detect enemy attempts to wrest command and control away and notify the human operator?
- Can the IAS detect malfunctions or out of tolerance performance conditions that could result in a loss of command and control and notify the human operator?
- Can the IAS constantly monitor the availability of a control link, even when not under the direct and immediate direction of the human operator?
- Can an IAS operating in a passive mode be prohibited from changing to an active mode of operation absent a direct instruction to do so by a human operator?
• Can the IAS engage an emergent target, not on any preplanned list, without validation from a human operator?
• Can the human operator choose to reject automated decision-making capabilities at their own discretion and at any time?
• Can the human operator select a minimum confidence level that must be attained before the IAS can act without approval?
• Can the IAS be made to have to check in with a human operator and be in receipt of an acknowledgement before proceeding with further actions?
• Can the IAS identify conditions that might cause it to lose access to the control link with the human operator?

**Relinquishing command and control to the IAS (but not accountability)**

• Can the commander selectively limit the actions that an IAS can take before relinquishing command and control over it?
• Does the commander have a checklist of conditions that must be met, risk mitigation steps that have been taken, and an understanding of the risks being incurred, before relinquishing command and control over an IAS which possesses no lethal force capabilities, but whose autonomous operation could result in a lethal outcome via some secondary affect?
• Has the commander acknowledged to his or her supporting Staff Judge Advocate, before relinquishing command and control of the IAS, that by doing so he or she is not relinquishing accountability for the outcomes of its actions?
• Does the commander have a checklist of conditions that must be met, risk mitigation steps that have been taken, and an understanding of the risks being incurred, before relinquishing command and control over an IAS capable of selecting targets and applying lethal force to them?

**Transferring command and control**

• Can the IAS verify that a request for transfer of command and control is from a human operator who is authorized to do so?
• Can the IAS determine when command and control has been transferred?
• Is the IAS notified when the commander delegates control, to include target engagement authority, to a subordinate commander?
• Can the IAS transfer control back to a commander, or between commanders safely and in a manner that does not result in any lapses?

• Can transfer of IAS control result in a loss of command and control, and can the transfer be delayed until a time when that possibility is at an acceptable minimum?

• Can the IAS default to a minimal risk operating condition in the event that transfer of command and control was not successful?

• Can the IAS detect the absence or unavailability of a human operator before transferring command and control and default to a minimal risk operating condition until the human operator becomes available?

• Can transfer of command and control of the IAS occur between coalition and allied forces?

**Recognizing (uncontrollable) emergent behavior**

• Can the IAS recognize and cease the conduct of emergent behaviors?

• Is the IAS prohibited from learning during operations where there is no human in the loop?

• Can the IAS still learn but refrain from modifying behavior until evaluated by a human operator?

• Are commanders made aware of IAS under their command that have the ability to learn during operations and execute emergent behaviors based on incoming sensor data?

• Do commanders understand the potential occurrence of emergent behaviors with the IAS, based on its type and implementation of autonomous decisions?

• Are thresholds identified and set to alert the commander to the existence and nature of emergent behaviors?

• Can the commander limit the ability of the IAS to learn during operations and exhibit emergent behavior?

• Can the IAS notify the commander when it alters its operating code?

• Can the IAS retain a record of every action it has ever taken and notify the commander when it is about to take an action that deviates from previous actions by a predefined threshold or standard?

• Is the IAS susceptible to misread the environment and mismatch the appropriate action (e.g., come across a different environment but take the same action it has done before)?
Failing safe when command and control is lost

- Can the IAS, in the event that command and control is lost for any reason (and based on pre-determined criteria), continue autonomously to execute the most recent mission or task instruction if that is the safest option?
- Can the IAS, in the event that command and control is lost for any reason (and based on pre-determined criteria), hold speed and course or loiter to await re-establishment of command and control?
- Can the IAS, in the event that command and control is lost for any reason (and based on pre-determined criteria), abort mission and return to base?
- Can the IAS, in the event that command and control is lost for any reason (and based on pre-determined criteria), initiate emergency (and possibly non-secure) communications to receive further instructions?
- Can the IAS, in the event that command and control is lost for any reason (and based on pre-determined criteria), destroy itself?
- Can the IAS, in the event that command and control is lost for any reason (and based on pre-determined criteria), be prohibited from autonomous selection and engagement of individual targets that have not been previously selected by an authorized human operator?
- Can the IAS, in the event that command and control is lost for any reason (and based on pre-determined criteria), be prohibited from autonomous selection and engagement of specific target groups that have not been previously selected by an authorized human operator?
- Can the IAS, in the event that command and control is lost for any reason (and based on pre-determined criteria), be prohibited from autonomously making any hostile and/or targeting decision whatsoever?
- Can the IAS, in the event that command and control is lost for any reason (and based on pre-determined criteria), follow the original human intent regarding target selection?
- Does the IAS have multiple redundancies in critical systems that enable graceful degradation of performance instead of a catastrophic loss of command and control?
- Does the IAS have internal sensors capable of detecting current or impending system failures or battle damage such that it can autonomously switch to an appropriate redundant backup system?
Re-establishing command and control

- Can the human operator verify that he/she has re-established command and control to prevent an IAS from continuing to execute failsafe protocols?
- Does the IAS immediately alert emergency service providers and recovery crews in the event of a collision or malfunction who can verify safe operating condition before returning the IAS to service?

DAD#6: Presence of persons and objects protected from the use of force

General considerations pertaining to both persons and objects

- Can the IAS calculate a confidence factor for positive identification assessments of persons and objects protected from the use of force and prohibit the use of force if that confidence factor is below a minimum threshold set by the commander?
- Can the IAS task own platform or other platform sensors to gather additional data to improve positive identification assessments when the confidence factors are below the minimum threshold set by the commander?
- Can the IAS seek additional “reach back” intelligence information to improve positive identification assessments when the confidence factor is below the minimum threshold set by the commander?
- Can the IAS decision not to act based on a confidence factor below the minimum threshold set by the commander be overridden by that commander?
- Can the IAS decision not to act based on a confidence factor below the minimum threshold set by the commander be overridden by other commanders who have had that authority delegated to them by the commander?
- Can the IAS deployment be limited to a well-defined area where only enemy combatants or military objects are present?
- Can the IAS detect the presence of (uncategorized) humans near or within a targeted object?
- Can an IAS, even if unarmed, result in collateral damage in the event of a malfunction (such as a crash)?

Distinction

- Can the IAS recognize symbols that designate persons and objects protected from the use of force, such as a Red Cross or Red Crescent?
Proportionality

- Can the IAS estimate potential collateral damage and conduct collateral damage assessments before going forth with force decisions (from either the IAS or a human operator)?
- Can the IAS conduct collateral damage assessments and compare them to the commander’s proportionality assessment for consistency?
- Can the IAS provide commanders and operators with the information needed to assess proportionality when the IAS cannot do so without human assistance?
- Can the IAS obtain, analyze and use information on the effects radii and patterns of munitions to determine if persons or objects protected from the use of force (to include friendly combatants) are within those radii and patterns?
- Can the IAS access the most up-to-date assessments of collateral effects radius assessments prepared by the commander’s staff?
- Can the IAS obtain, analyze and use information on the potential for secondary explosions before delivering a munition?
- Can the IAS distinguish between actions that cause repairable/reversible harm and actions that cause irreparable/irreversible harm?
- Can the IAS assist the proportionality assessment summary by tracking assessments and the confidence levels thereof?
- Can the IAS incorporate outcomes of previous operations that resulted in unacceptable collateral damage to prevent a recurrence?
- Can the IAS ingest and utilize collateral effects analysis results prepared by the commander’s staff?
- Can the IAS identify any temporal, spatial or technical limits on the accuracy of its collateral damage estimates and convey those to the operator/commander?
- Can the IAS determine when its actions might pose a collateral damage hazard to persons or objects protected from the use of force, cease the potentially hazardous action, and communicate its inability to take this action to the commander?
- Can the IAS seek approval to use a larger or less precise munition if its supply of smaller and/or more precise munitions is exhausted?

Military necessity

- Can the IAS analyze the military necessity and appropriateness of an attack?
- Can the IAS assess the contribution that destruction of a target would make toward achieving a legitimate military objective?
• Can the IAS deconflict requirements to not intentionally harm persons or objects (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) with its requirement to support achieving the military objective?
• Can the IAS cancel or suspend an attack if it becomes apparent that the objective is not a military one?
• Can the IAS abort an attack if the target no longer has military value because some other target that it depends on for its military value has been destroyed?

**Unnecessary suffering**

• Can the IAS reduce or disable any prompts that would activate the use of force when it is operating in, or transiting through, an uncontested area?
• Can the IAS determine when the thresholds to authorize the use force by a human commander or operator have lowered over time, due to a growing indifference to taking human life or creating damage?
• Will repeated employment of the IAS as a LAWS numb the human operator or commander to the taking of human life?

**General considerations pertaining only to persons protected from the use of force**

• Can the IAS determine who receives medical attention?
• Can the IAS make humans present in the operational environment aware of any hazards caused by interacting with it?

**Distinction**

• Can the IAS distinguish between enemy combatants, friendly combatants, neutral combatants, and noncombatants?
• Can the IAS be prohibited from making determinations regarding who will be harmed—in a situation where harm to someone is unavoidable—based on any intrinsic characteristics of a person such as age, gender, or other physical or mental conditions?
• Can the IAS make determinations regarding who will be harmed—in a situation where harm to someone is unavoidable—based on an individual’s status as an enemy combatant, a friendly combatant, or a noncombatant person?
• Can the IAS account for unknown transient noncombatant personnel in or near a target area?
• Can the IAS distinguish between adversarial human combatants and adversarial equipment and adjust the effect accordingly?
• Can the IAS default to categorizing a person as an “unknown,” and not engage in instances where positive identification is below the required confidence level?
• Can the IAS obtain, analyze and use information on civilian patterns of life to distinguish noncombatants from combatants?
• Can the IAS determine when enemy combatants have interspersed into a group of noncombatants that cannot be engaged with force?
• Can the IAS use signatures to distinguish combatants from noncombatants that are unique to either the combatant only or the noncombatant only?
• Can the IAS distinguish between benign and hostile intentions?
• Can the IAS distinguish between benign and hostile actions?

Military necessity
• Can the IAS detect a “mission kill,” where a person has been incapacitated and rendered hors de combat but not killed, and cease further use of force?
• Can the IAS detect a “mission kill,” where a crewed vehicle has been damaged but not destroyed, rendering the crew hors de combat, and cease further use of force?

Unnecessary suffering
• Can the IAS prohibit the use of any action, method or munition available to it that could conceivably cause collateral injuries or death or cause unnecessary suffering?
• Can the IAS prohibit the use of any action, method or munition available to it that could conceivably result in unacceptable amounts of noncombatant casualties?
• Can the IAS prohibit engagements that would cause widespread, long-term, and/or severe impact to the health of persons protected from the use of force?
• Can the IAS conduct an analysis to minimize the severity of injury, when causing some injury is unavoidable?

Perfidy
• Can the IAS detect when a surrendering enemy combatant has violated the terms of surrender by attempting to escape?
• Can the IAS detect when a surrendering enemy combatant has violated the terms of surrender by committing a hostile act?
• Can the IAS detect and communicate perfidious acts to human operators?
Specific classes of persons protected from the use of force

Noncombatants

- Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) military medical personnel?
- Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) military religious personnel?
- Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) human shields (persons placed around or within valid military target to hinder attack)?

Surrendering enemy troops

- Can the IAS detect and perceive any signal of surrender that all combatant sides have previously agreed to use?
- Can the IAS detect and perceive indications of surrender from enemy combatants that have been trained on how to indicate surrender to the IAS?
- Can the IAS detect and perceive indications of surrender from enemy combatants that have not been trained on how to indicate surrender to the IAS?
- Can the IAS detect and perceive the changes in orientation and force posture of combatants that are commonly associated with the act of surrender?
- Can the IAS distinguish between retreating and surrendering enemy forces?

Incapacitated persons

- Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) wounded or sick persons?
- Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) shipwrecked persons?

Constitutionally protected US citizens

- Can the IAS detect and not intentionally harm US citizens in a manner that would violate Constitutional protections?
- Can the IAS detect and distinguish the presence of US citizens who are acting as enemy combatants?

US and friendly force troops

- Can the IAS ingest data from all blue force tracker systems?
• Can the IAS obtain, analyze and use information to assess risk to friendly forces and calculate a confidence factor for each assessment?
• Can the IAS detect, distinguish and designate (crewed) vessels and aircraft as friendly, neutral, or adversarial and calculate a confidence factor for each designation?
• Can the IAS distinguish between enemy combatants, friendly force personnel, and noncombatant individuals and calculate a confidence factor for each designation?

General considerations pertaining only to objects protected from the use of force

• Can the IAS detect, or access information regarding, the interdependencies that objects protected from the use of force have with other objects (that may or may not be protected from the use of force)?
• Can the IAS access an up-to-date and complete list of restricted targets and areas?
• Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) objects whose destruction might damage relations with local noncombatant populations?
• Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) objects whose destruction might provide propaganda value to enemy forces?
• Can the IAS provide information regarding objects protected from the use of force that will assist a human operator in making use of force decisions?

Distinction

• Can the IAS determine when enemy combatants have entered into an area or structure that is protected from the use of force?
• Can the IAS use signatures to distinguish military from civilian objects that are unique to either the military object only or the civilian object only?
• Can the IAS account for unknown transient civilian or noncombatant personnel and/or equipment near a targetable military object?

Military necessity

• Can the IAS detect a “mission kill,” where an object has been damaged but not destroyed, to the point that it no longer has military utility and cease further use of force?
Unnecessary suffering

- Can the IAS prohibit engagements that would cause widespread, long-term, and/or severe impact to the health of general population (such as the destruction of a power plant that services a hospital or a refugee camp)?

Perfidy

- Can the IAS detect perfidious use of objects protected from the use of force (such as using an ambulance for military transport)?
- Can the IAS detect perfidious use of facilities protected from the use of force (such as using a house of worship as a sniper position)?

Specific objects

- Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) diplomatic offices, foreign missions, and the sovereign nonmilitary properties of other nations?
- Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) religious, cultural, historical institutions, cemeteries, and structures?
- Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) fixed medical facilities?
- Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) mobile medical facilities?
- Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) ambulances and clearly marked medical ground transport vehicles?
- Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) air ambulances and clearly marked medical aircraft?
- Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) hospital ships?
- Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) public education facilities?
- Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) civilian refugee camps?
• Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) prisoner of war camps and government detention facilities/prisons?

• Can the IAS identify and not intentionally initiate (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) engagements that may result in pollution or have potential to release toxic chemicals?

• Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) dams or dikes whose engagement may result in flooding of civilian areas?

• Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) facilities whose engagement may threaten astronauts and/or manned space flight missions?

• Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) civilian meeting places?

• Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) public utilities and facilities?

• Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) facilities and/or structures with unknown functionality/purpose?

• Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) agricultural processing and storage facilities?

• Can the IAS identify and not intentionally harm (in a manner that would violate laws, policies, or the rules of engagement) facilities that provide products or services for both civilian and military use?

DAD#7: Pre-operative audit logs

General considerations

• Is all pre-operational documentation made visible and accessible to the greatest extent possible, limited only by the potential creation of operational vulnerabilities?

• Is a formal procedure in place whereby individuals with concerns over unethical or illegal application of an IAS can (and are required to) document those concerns without fear of retaliation?
• Is positive control of the individual IAS and all of its subcomponents documented as they move from one organization to the next in the research, development, and test and evaluation process?
• Are all commercial vendor marketing materials and claims about acquired IAS available for inspection and oversight?

**Training data provenance**

• Is the chain of custody for all IAS training data documented from creation to final use?
• Are all requests for sharing of IAS training data documented?
• Are there access controls and processes in place to ensure that only authorized persons may make modifications to IAS training data?
• Is the identity of all persons who accessed, or who authorized access to the IAS training data documented?
• Are the current, and all previous versions of the IAS training data retained for inspection?
• Are all modifications to the IAS training data documented?
• Is the IAS training data available for inspection immediately prior to use?
• Is the IAS training data retention policy documented?
• Is the nature and origin of all IAS training data documented?
• Are the descriptions and labels that describe the IAS training data documented?
• Does the IAS use any open-source training data with absent or suspect provenance documentation?
• Can a higher-level IAS verify the reliability of inputs from its subsystem components that may or may not be autonomous?
• Is the training data for the overall IAS the same training data that was used to design and verify the component autonomous subsystems?

**Algorithm provenance**

• Is the chain of custody for all IAS algorithm's source code documented from creation to final use?
• Are all requests for sharing of IAS algorithms documented?
• Are there access controls and processes in place to ensure that only authorized persons may make modifications to IAS algorithms?
• Is the identity of all persons who accessed, or who authorized access to IAS algorithms documented?
• Are the current, and all previous versions of the IAS algorithms retained for inspection?
• Are all modifications to the IAS algorithms documented?
• Are the IAS algorithms available for inspection immediately prior to use?
• Is the IAS algorithm retention policy documented?
• Is the nature and origin of all IAS algorithms documented?
• Are the descriptions and labels that describe the IAS algorithms documented?
• Do the IAS algorithms use any open-source code with absent or suspect provenance documentation?
• Is the design documentation describing the IAS algorithms technical architecture available for inspection?
• Are code scanning tools used that can identify poor coding practices and common security vulnerabilities?

Computer hardware provenance

• Is the chain of custody for all IAS computer hardware components documented from creation to final use?
• Is the identity of all persons who accessed, or who authorized access to IAS computer hardware components documented?
• Are there access controls and processes in place to ensure that only authorized persons may make modifications to hardware or software?
• Are all modification and repairs to the IAS computer hardware components documented?
• Are the IAS computer hardware components available for inspection immediately prior to use?
• Is the nature and origin of all IAS computer hardware components documented?
• Does the IAS use any commercial off the shelf computer hardware components with absent or suspect provenance documentation?
• Is the design documentation describing the IAS computer hardware components technical architecture available for inspection?
Acquisition and development

- Has the IAS been acquired using any waivers allowing circumvention of safety policies or regulations?
- Has the IAS been acquired using any waivers allowing circumvention of ethics policies or regulations?
- Has the IAS been acquired using any waivers allowing circumvention of any developmental or operational testing, verification, and validation?
- Has the IAS been acquired using any accelerated/rapid/other acquisition authorities that dismiss or delay risk mitigating steps otherwise present in the deliberate acquisition system?
- Are all acquisition and development-related waivers documented and available for inspection?
- Is the IAS test and evaluation plan made public to the greatest extent possible (without divulging operational vulnerabilities)?
- Have the IAS developers produced ethical risk mitigation documentation for the IAS similar to the technical risk mitigation documentation already required by acquisition regulations?
- Do IAS approval documents record any conditions of use under which the approval would be invalid or rescinded?
- Are all conditions that would require re-testing of a fielded IAS documented and made available to the end user?
- If the IAS has the potential to be considered a LAWS by DoD Directive 3000.09, has the IAS undergone the required review and approval process outlined in this policy?

Authorization

- Are any justifications for not conducting a legal review of a new or upgraded IAS documented and publicized?
- Is the independence of any and all required IAS oversight bodies or regulatory authorities documented and publicized?
- Have conflict of interest screenings been conducted for all persons involved in the research, development, test and evaluation processes?
- Have all identified conflicts of interest been either mitigated or waived?
- Have the justifications for conflict of interest mitigations and/or waivers been documented and publicized?
DAD#8: Operational audit logs

General considerations

- Is the collection of IAS operational data fields and their retention in an IAS operational audit log mandatory?
- Is the IAS instrumented with the internal and external environmental sensors needed to support the collection of all required operational audit log data fields?
- Is the IAS equipped with sufficient data storage and/or transmission capabilities to capture and retain data at the frequency required for post-operational uses and for the entire duration of the mission?
- Are all data descriptions understandable to non-technical persons who may use the data logs for post-operational reconstruction and analysis?
- Has the data in the operational audit log been verified to be of sufficient quality, quantity, and provenance to support any potential post-operational legal proceeding?
- Are access controls in place to limit access to the IAS operational audit logs to authorized personal only?
- Are challenges to the use of an IAS based on examination of the IAS operational audit log, and the results of those challenges recorded by the audit log data steward?
- Are all requests for explanations or inspections of the IAS operational audit log, and the results of those inspections recorded by the audit log data steward?
- Is there a procedure in place to request, and approve requests, to examine the operational audit log?
- Is a procedure in place whereby individuals who have examined IAS operational audit logs and have concerns regarding the potential unethical or illegal use, can make those concerns known without fear of retaliation?
- Are transfers of IAS command and control documented?

Operational audit log data fields

- Does the IAS collect metadata associated with all sensed objects in its operation environment that includes object identification, confidence metrics associated with its state values (i.e., position, velocity, etc.), and historical state information?
- Does the IAS collect time stamp metadata for all data fields and during the entire mission duration?
- Does the IAS collect data on the operating conditions of all critical internal systems?
• Does the IAS record all commands it receives?
• Does the IAS record the identities of the accountable operator(s) and commander(s)?
• Does the IAS record actions taken, and decisions made by the IAS and by the human operators?
• Does the IAS record the sensed actions of friendly force personnel, adversary force personnel and noncombatant persons?
• Does the IAS record all algorithms in use (to include any version number) that are utilized to produce an action/decision?
• Does the IAS record all the training data dependencies of all algorithms in use (to include any version number) that are utilized to produce an action/decision?
• Does the IAS record its connections to, data exchanges with, and interdependencies with, other external systems to include other IAS?
• Does the IAS record the loss of data signal connections?
• Does the IAS record connections, data exchanges and interdependencies between its own internal subsystems?
• Does the IAS record data from battle damage assessments?
• Does the IAS record data regarding technical malfunctions and degradations of performance?
• Does the IAS record its position relative to all battlespace management areas, including both exclusion and inclusion areas (e.g., Notices to Airman and Mariners)?
• Does the IAS record the results of any risk assessments made on board during a mission and the resultant mitigation actions taken?

Traceability of audit log data elements

• Are all decisions made by the IAS traceable back to the sensor data, operator commands, algorithms and training data used?
• Can all actions/decisions made by an IAS and the human operator who authorized the action/decision be traced back to the military objective or mission orders they were intended to support?
• Can human operators retrace decision steps and interactions with the environment that resulted in an IAS action/decision of interest?
• Are the inputs from component autonomous subsystems that were used by the IAS to make decisions available for review by a human operator?
Operational audit log retention

- Does the IAS operational audit log have a metadata field identifying the date after which retention is no longer required?
- Is IAS operational audit log data deleted automatically or manually with human oversight when its retention date is reached?
- Are IAS operational audit logs retained beyond the statute of limitations date for any illegal acts that could possibly have been committed during an operation?
- Do acquisition professionals who may wish to use IAS operational audit logs to improve the performance of this, or some other IAS, have a role in deciding when the audit logs are no longer retained?
- Do military commanders, trainers, and doctrine writers who may wish to use IAS operational audit logs to improve future tactics, techniques and procedures have a role in deciding when the audit logs are no longer retained?
- Are data storage and transmission resources sufficient to retain all of the IAS operational audit log data created during the contemplated life cycle of the IAS?
- Do the IAS operational audit logs require any additional handling caveats above and beyond existing document retention and destruction policies?
- Is retained IAS operational audit log data that is subsequently reused, reassessed first for its quality and continued relevancy and applicability?
- Are all accesses to retained IAS operational audit log data, either granted or denied, recorded by the data steward?

Operational audit log uses

- Does the IAS operational audit log enable training data generation for subsequent IAS algorithm development?
- Does the IAS operational audit log enable accountability for adverse actions?
- Does the IAS operational audit log enable further IAS refinement and testing?
- Does the IAS operational audit log enable tactics techniques and procedures development?
- Does the IAS operational audit log enable human operator training?
- Does the IAS operational audit log enable post mission hot washes for corrective action?
- Does the IAS operational audit log enable acquisition of IAS not related to the current IAS or its mission(s)?
• Are the IAS operational audit logs made available for internal oversight?
• Are the IAS operational audit logs made available for external third-party oversight?

**DAD#9: Human-machine teaming**

**General considerations**

• Can the IAS alert the humans that they are interacting with an IAS and not another human?
• Can the IAS distinguish between blue forces with human operators and other blue force IAS?
• Will continued reliance on the IAS cause human operator skills to diminish such that they can no longer back up the IAS in the event that the IAS becomes unavailable?
• Can the IAS make decisions when incapacitated human operators cannot?
• What types of decisions is the IAS allowed to make or delegate?
• Can the IAS detect when the human operator is under too much stress to make a sound decision and unilaterally make decisions without human oversight that normally would require it?
• Can the IAS provide explanations of its actions and/or predictions that are understandable by the human operator?
• Can the IAS detect human user complacency?
• Is the rate of IAS false positive results known and below a previously defined and acceptable value?
• Is the rate of IAS false negative results known and below a previously defined and acceptable value?
• Is there an option to turn off the IAS if there are too many false alarms?

**Provision of shared situational awareness**

• Can the IAS communicate with all systems from which it must ingest data to achieve maximum situational awareness during the fog and friction of war?
• Is the IAS equipped with system self-monitoring sensors that can detect and communicate (internal) conditions that may lead to a negative outcome if not corrected?
• Can the IAS predict when operational design domain conditions and constraints might be violated and communicate the future time of the violations, the probability of occurrence and the severity to a human operator?
• Can the IAS and the human teammates effectively communicate their state, intent, and current problems to the other teammate?
• Can the IAS communicate the current and predicted future status of fuel and ammunition levels to the human operator?
• Can the IAS communicate its current and predicted future availability for mission execution to the human operator?
• Can the IAS communicate (previously defined) system malfunctions to the human operator?
• Can the IAS communicate critical messages to the human operator?
• Can the IAS detect both sharp and gradual changes in its operational environment and provide alerts to the human operator and other systems based on criticality?
• Can the IAS detect both sharp and gradual changes in its own performance and provide alerts to the human operator and other systems based on criticality?
• If an IAS's autonomous functionality fails and it must transfer command and control of itself to a human operator, will that operator have been sufficiently engaged and be able to understand the IAS's current situation in time to safely repurpose the IAS or avert danger/loss of the IAS?
• Can the IAS determine when it is inappropriate to interrupt a human operator with a query for assistance?
• Can the IAS recognize the difference between rules-based decisions and value/judgement-based decisions and query the human operator for guidance in the latter case?
• Can the IAS recognize the difference between decisions based on deductive versus inductive vs abductive reasoning and query the human operator for guidance in the latter case?
• Can the IAS upload and implement any doctrine or rules of engagement that identify predetermined situations where human guidance is a prerequisite to taking further action?
• Can the IAS identify ambiguous or incomplete instructions and request clarification from the human operator in sufficient time to be operationally effective or to prevent mistakes/mishaps?
• Can the IAS detect anomalies and seek human guidance when its programming says that it is under attack, but the political situation is completely benign?
Conforming and nonconforming human behavior

- Can the IAS detect and respond appropriately to conforming and non-conforming human behaviors?
- Can the IAS identify an instruction from a human operator that violates its preprogrammed definitions of the Law of Armed Conflict, policy, or rules of engagement, not carry out the instruction, and provide a reason to the human operator for not doing so?
- Can an IAS decision to not carry out an instruction that violates its preprogrammed definition of the Law of Armed Conflict, policy, or rules of engagement be overridden by the human operator or some other commander?
- Can the IAS request mission re-planning if planned mission execution violates mission success criteria, or other operational constraints (such as the crossing of a geographic border), and report detected violations to the human operator?
- Can the IAS perform arbitration between competing mission and navigation objectives based on constraints configured by the human operator?
- Can the IAS detect situations that fall beyond its narrow application domain that subsequently require it to contact a human operator for additional guidance?

Managing interactions

- Can the IAS determine the optimal frequency of how often they must query humans for commands and ensure that they do not miss any commands?
- Can the IAS communicate with the human using natural language, gestures or haptics to ease and to accelerate information exchanges with human operators?
- Can the IAS monitor the attentional focus, cognitive load, and task status of the human operator, and only communicate information that does not overburden the human operator with unnecessary or irrelevant information or tasks?
- Can the IAS detect the emotional and physical state of the human operator to maximize efficiency of communications and activities?
- Can the IAS support human–machine joint training to allow an understanding to develop between the human operator and the IAS regarding team objectives, platform roles, co–dependency relationships, and mutual expectations for competence, dependability, predictability, and timeliness?
- Is the delegation of actions explicitly represented in the dialogue between the human and the machine?
• Can the human modify the conditions placed on the delegated actions and/or decisions of the machine?
• Is there monitoring and documentation that the machine is acting within its prescribed boundaries?

**DAD#10: Test and evaluation adequacy**

**General considerations**

• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure receive an already-trained IAS, or is the IAS to be tested also to be trained in the replicated operational environment?
• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure test all components for the presence of autonomous capabilities?
• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure record all test results to make them available for inspection and oversight?
• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure use traditional model checking that may be unsuited for the IAS?
• Did operational testing provide authorized and certified conditions for use of IAS?
• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure use simulations to push the system to its breaking point so that the boundaries between success and failure were tested and verified in a representative operational environment?
• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure utilize an environment (e.g., Live Virtual Constructive environment) that best captures the behaviors that may emerge under real-world operational conditions?
• Were components or sub-components of the IAS available for testing and fleet concept of employment and experimentation?
• Has the threshold been identified for adequate test and evaluation of autonomous capabilities with respect to their manned counterparts, and with respect to the risk of not having any autonomous systems?
• Is there ongoing test and evaluation after fielding to evaluate the ability of the IAS to adapt to new, unexpected circumstances, or new input data?
• Does the IAS possess measurable and testable autonomous capabilities?
• Have members of the AI and safety engineering research communities with expertise in the potential safety or failure risks from loss of command and control been consulted?
• Was the operational testing and verification witnessed by an independent third party (non-DOD) such as the Underwriter's Laboratory or operational test and evaluation personnel from another federal agency?

**Simulated replication of the operational environment**

• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure use simulations adequately representative of the contemplated operational environment and document all operational parameters that would cause it to be used in an environment that the simulation did not faithfully replicate?

• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure use simulated or otherwise artificially generated data to replicate the contemplated operational environment?

• Has the relevance of the IAS training data to the contemplated operational environment been validated?

• Has any use of simulated data been validated against real-world data?

**Breadth of testing in the replicated environment**

• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure subject the system to adversarial machine learning attacks to identify potential attack vectors?

• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure limit the replicated environment to what the IAS will encounter in the contemplated operational environment and document all parameters that would cause it to be used in an environment test and evaluation did not faithfully replicate?

• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure consider interactions with human operators using a fully representative sample of all potential human operators?

• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure use computer models to generate thousands of data-based scenarios to anticipate and analyze any emergent behavior?

• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure consider how an IAS might overwrite all or part of its original software as a result of exposure to new sensor data, such that the procedure must be repeated on the new software baseline?

• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure consider how an IAS might overwrite all or part of its original software as a result of exposure to new training data, such that the procedure must be repeated on the new software baseline?

• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure consider whether the data stream providing instructions to the IAS is vulnerable to hacking or "in flight" hijacking?
• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure consider infiltration into the industrial supply chain?

• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure utilize virtual twin models to test the IAS in simulated environments to predict how it will interact with IAS and non-autonomous systems from neutral nations, allied nations and from other services?

• Did the IAS development include an AI-developed capability to conduct planning where there will be a need to design test plans in a timely manner to assure thorough testing while being able to predict certain behaviors with these systems (e.g., *Autonomous Systems Test (AST) Planning*)?

• Did the IAS development include an AI-developed capability that will guarantee safety during testing through the use of immersion technologies to adapt tests to best suit IAS cognitive capabilities (e.g., conducting *AST Execution & Control*)?

• Did the IAS development include an AI-developed capability to conduct assessments (e.g., *Autonomous System Performance Assessment*) to capture how IAS interact with existing and newly fielded manned and unmanned systems in realistic operational environments?

• Can functional components be tested in the replicated environment while assessing reliability and identification of vulnerabilities?

• Can human-IAS interaction be measured in the replicated environment while assessing reliability and identification of vulnerabilities?

**Depth of testing in the replicated environment**

• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure push the system to its breaking point so that this/these points are known to the operators?

• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure utilize red team attacks (kinetic and cyber) to capture the full range of behaviors that might emerge under real-world operational conditions?

• Did the IAS test and evaluation procedure utilize red team attacks specifically designed to drive the system into inappropriate behaviors?

**DAD#11: Autonomy training and education**

**Ensuring legal and ethical use**

• Have all senior policy and decision makers, on scene commanders, scientists, engineers, acquisition officials, legal counsels, operators and supported troops
received training in the Law of Armed Conflict, IAS ethics principles, and current rules of engagement?

- Can human operators with the power to override IAS use during an operation recognize legally and ethically questionable decisions and actions?
- Do all commanders and users that possess current proficiency certifications to operate the IAS, fully understand how the IAS processes ethical dilemma scenarios?

**Certifications**

- Do training and education requirements exist for IAS as part of the certification process for the deploying forces that may employ them?
- Are IAS training, education, and qualification certifications required and recorded for all personnel?
- Does the commander’s legal staff monitor the laws, ethics policies and regulations that govern the use of the IAS to ensure current training, education, and qualification certifications are compliant with them?
- Does the commander’s legal staff have a sufficient technical understanding of IAS?
- Are all legal reviews double checked by technical and procurement officials to ensure that they are based on a sound technical understanding of the IAS?

**Recognizing IAS limitations**

- Do all commanders and users understand the difference between general and narrow artificial intelligence?
- Do all commanders and users understand the concept of “brittleness” with respect to narrow artificial intelligence applications?
- Do all commanders and users know how to evaluate when IAS are, and are not, necessary to achieving the military objective?
- Do all commanders and users know the technical limitations of IAS?
- Do all commanders and users know the limitations of IAS imposed by the operational environment?
- Do all commanders and users know the limitations of IAS imposed by the data environment?
- Do all commanders and users know how to distinguish between components that do and do not possess autonomous capabilities?
- Do all commanders and users understand the degrees of autonomy and their impact on IAS capabilities and limitations?
• Do all commanders and users know how to conduct a risk assessment for the use of IAS?
• Can all commanders and users determine the degree of autonomy needed in different operational environments and understand the risk mitigation tactics, techniques, procedures and technologies available to them?
• Can the commanders discern the consequences of the IAS limitations?

Understanding the role of data

• Do all commanders and users understand the dependence of IAS on training data and the new attack vectors this dependency opens up to the enemy?
• Do all commanders and users understand the difference between training data, input data and feedback data?

Understanding the algorithms

• Do all commanders and users understand the difference between inductive, deductive, and abductive reasoning, and the limitations of algorithms in each?
• Do all commanders and users understand the different types of machine learning (supervised, unsupervised, reinforcement) used by the IAS and the operational environments amenable to each?

Recognizing AI-specific failure modes

• Can all commanders and users recognize a data poisoning attack?
• Can all commanders and users recognize an instance of “reward function gaming?”
• Can all commanders and users recognize an instance of “adversarial spoofing?”
• Can all commanders and users recognize an instance of “catastrophic forgetting?”
• Can all commanders and users recognize an instance of “concept drift?”
• Can all commanders and users recognize an instance of “model inversion?”
• Can all commanders and users recognize a “deep fake?”
• Can all commanders and users recognize an instance of reprogramming by unauthorized users?
• Can all commanders and users recognize a system that is “tightly coupled?”
DAD#12: Mission duration and geographic extent

Temporal subdivision

- Can the commander reduce the mission duration such that the IAS risk mitigation conditions and planning factors will be, or can reasonably be expected to be, uniformly consistent?
- Does the target selection that the human operator provides the IAS have an expiration time within the duration of the mission, such that the human operator will be alerted to select and verify new targets after the expiration time has expired?
- Is the commander able to alter the degree of autonomy of the IAS during long missions based on whether it is in a loitering mode, or an active task execution mode?
- Is the reliability of communications links commensurate with both the duration and the geographic extent of the mission?
- Can the IAS compare risk mitigation and planning factors provided to it at the beginning of a long mission, and compare these to sensed conditions just prior to an action/decision and abort the action if they are different?

Spatial subdivision

- Can the commander reduce the expanse of the operational environment to an area where risk mitigation conditions and planning factors are known to be, or are reasonably expected to be, uniformly consistent?
- Can the commander subdivide a large operational area into smaller ones where risk mitigation conditions and planning factors are known to be, or are reasonably expected to be, uniformly consistent, and assign one IAS to each area, with each IAS specifically programmed to address the conditions unique to each subsection?
- Is the IAS equipped with a capability that tailors its approved degree of autonomy and authorized actions based on geographical location?
- If a target is verified within a geographic location but transits outside it later in time, can the IAS still engage, or does it immediately cease action?
- Is the IAS equipped with a capability that tailors its approved degree of autonomy and authorized actions based on its distance from a human operator?
- Can the IAS recognize when it is assigned an area of regard too large for reliable autonomous operation?
• Can the IAS recognize when it has been assigned to an area of regard where the fundamental risk mitigation conditions are not uniformly consistent?

**Preprogrammed disablement**

• Is the IAS equipped with a switch that will disable its autonomous functionalities after a predetermined set time has elapsed?
• Is the IAS equipped with a geo-fence switch that will disable its autonomous functionalities if it strays from an authorized operational area?
• If risk is reduced with increased mission time or expanded geographic range, can the human operator increase autonomous capabilities of the IAS as needed?
• Is the commander notified if they have an IAS with a disablement switch that has been overridden by higher authority?
• Is the IAS equipped with a disablement switch that can selectively disable only certain functions or subsystems?
• Is the IAS equipped with a “soft” disablement switch that disables autonomous functionality but can be reversed if certain predetermined conditions are detected or an override authorization is received?
• If the IAS is disabled, can it safely and securely return to a predetermined location?

**DAD#13: Civil and natural rights**

**Rights of potentially affected persons**

• Does the IAS potentially affect the rights enumerated in the first ten amendments to the US Constitution (the Bill of Rights)?
• Does the IAS potentially affect the rights enumerated in the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Equal Protection Clause of the U.S. Constitution and all subsequent enactments?
• Does the IAS potentially affect the rights enumerated in the European Union General Data Protection Regulation or the US Privacy Statutes regarding collection, transmission and safeguarding of personal data?
• Does the IAS potentially affect due process?
• Does the IAS potentially affect agreements to not retain personally identifiable information after termination of IAS use?
• Does the IAS potentially affect the “dictates of public conscience?”
Does the IAS potentially affect the establishment of mass surveillance capabilities in an area where there is an expectation of privacy?

Rights of persons affected by the actions or decisions of an IAS

- Are potentially affected persons notified that the IAS is in use?
- Are potentially affected persons allowed to monitor the use of the IAS?
- Are potentially affected persons allowed to opt in or opt out of the use of the IAS?
- Are potentially affected persons made aware of the opportunities to, and the procedures for, requesting access to IAS source code for inspection purposes?
- Are potentially affected persons aware of the opportunities to, and the procedures for, requesting access to IAS concepts of operations and standard operating procedures for inspection purposes?
- Are potentially affected persons aware of the opportunities to, and the procedures for, requesting access to IAS training data for inspection purposes?
- Are potentially affected persons advised that IAS use can have adverse impacts based on age, race, color, ethnicity, sex, religion, national origin, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, familial status, biometric information, or disability status or economic class?
- Are potentially affected persons advised that IAS use can have adverse impacts based on membership in a group that enjoys legally protected status?
- Are potentially affected persons advised that IAS use can adversely impact their access to housing, education, employment, insurance, credit, or access to places of public accommodation?
- Are potentially affected persons made aware when sensitive personal information is collected and retained by the IAS?
- Are potentially affected persons notified when their personal data is destroyed after IAS use?
- Are potentially affected persons made aware of retention policies and schedules for personal data?
- Are potentially affected persons allowed to deny the disclosure of their personal data to third parties?
- Are potentially affected persons made aware of personal data protection policies and measures?
- Are potentially affected persons notified of the purpose of the IAS that is trained using their personal data?
• Are potentially affected persons informed when they are interacting with an IAS and not a human being?
• Are potentially affected persons made aware of the demographic, professional and intellectual diversity of the staff that developed the IAS?
• Are potentially affected persons made aware of negative determinations made by an IAS and given an opportunity to challenge those determinations to a human arbitrator?
• Are potentially affected persons informed as to what policies, laws, regulations, and/or rules governed the use of the IAS?
• Are potentially affected persons informed as to the test and evaluation procedures used to validate the IAS?
• Are potentially affected persons informed when the IAS is repurposed for use from some other, unrelated original purpose?
• Are potentially affected persons made aware when the perpetuation of a bias by an IAS has been discovered?
• Are potentially affected persons advised that IAS use can have adverse effects, even though they are unintended?

**Guarding against bias and rights violations**

**Development phase search for sources of bias**

• Does the demographic makeup of the IAS development team reflect that of the population(s) potentially affected by use of the IAS?
• When it is not possible or practicable to assemble a development team with a demographic makeup reflective of the potentially affected population, do team members have access to training materials that educate them on the cultures and characteristics of those populations?
• Do development teams look for unintended biases in the training data?
• Do development teams look for unintended biases in the IAS algorithms?
• Do development teams consider cultural biases in coalition and allied IAS and across joint services?
• Do development teams look for “data hubris” by attempting to identify the underlying causal mechanisms in their models so that spurious correlations identified by the IAS are not taken to be actual causal relationships?
• Do development teams look for bias introduced by IAS interaction with human operators?
• Do development teams look for bias introduced by IAS ingest of sensor data in the operational environment?
• Do development teams look for “black box” decision-making algorithms that make it difficult or impossible to detect bias?
• Do development teams look for synthetic training data generated from models that are potentially subject to bias?
• Do development teams validate potentially biased synthetic data against real data?
• Do development teams look for bias seeping into the training data during the data collection process?
• Do development teams look for “Simpson’s paradox,” where fusing data introduces new bias to the IAS?
• Do development teams look for “technological solutionism,” the perception that technology will lead to only positive solutions?
• Do development teams look for representation bias where the training data is not a representative reflection of the affected population?
• Do development teams look for omitted variable bias where the operational environment contains a variable not present in the models used to develop the IAS?
• Do development teams look for social or behavior bias where the affected person’s reactions to the IAS influences IAS actions/decisions?
• Do development teams look for ranking bias where the IAS actions or decisions are based on a small number of heavily weighted results and not on all available information?
• Do development teams look for aggregation bias where the IAS requires multiple models to fairly represent all sub-groups within the parent group population?
• Do development teams look for evaluation bias where IAS models may be erroneously validated?
• Do development teams look for temporal bias where the operational context changes, perhaps imperceptibly, so that initial assumptions about the environment, and the training data chosen to represent it, are no longer valid?
• Do development teams look for automation bias where human operators tend to reflexively accept decisions made by an automated system?
• Do development teams look for assimilation bias where human operators tend to modify information to fit into pre-existing analytical frameworks?
• Do development teams look for confirmation bias where developers gather training data that reaffirm conclusions they’ve already made?
• Do development teams look for *simplification bias* where human operators tend to simplify phenomena they encounter?
• Do development teams look for *activity bias* where training data comes from a system's most active users, rather than less active or inactive users?
• Do development teams look for *annotator bias* where developers rely on automation as a heuristic replacement for their own information seeking and processing?
• Do development teams look for *content production bias* where nonexistent differences in the data result from structural, lexical, semantic or syntactic differences in use by developers?
• Do development teams look for *exclusion bias* where specific groups of user populations are excluded from testing and subsequent analyses?
• Do development teams look for *feedback loop bias* where an algorithm learns from user behavior and feeds that behavior back into the model?
• Do development teams look for *funding bias* where biased results are reported in order to support or satisfy a funding agency or financial supporter?
• Do development teams look for *historical bias* where models are trained on past and potentially biased decisions?
• Do development teams look for *mirror imaging bias* where an IAS is developed to counter an adversary force (such as in a military application) and the developers assume that members of the adversary force have the same cultural, ethical, and cognitive characteristics of members of their own force?
• Do development teams look for *inherited bias* where tools that are built with machine learning are used to generate inputs for other machine learning algorithms?
• Do development teams look for *interpretation bias* where users interpret algorithmic outputs according to their internalized biases and views?
• Do development teams look for *linking bias* where network attributes obtained from user connections, activities, or interactions differ and misrepresent the true behavior of the users?
• Do development teams look for *loss of situational awareness bias* where human-machine teaming leads to humans being unaware of their situation such that, when command and control of a system is given to them, they are unprepared to assume their duties?
• Do development teams look for *modal confusion bias* where modal interfaces confuse human operators, who misunderstand which mode the system is using, taking actions which are correct for a different mode but incorrect for their current situation?
• Do development teams look for ranking bias where top-ranked information is perceived to be more important than lower ranking information?

• Do development teams look for sampling bias where non-random sampling of subgroups, causing trends estimated for one population to not be generalizable to data collected from a new population?

• Do development teams look for training data bias where algorithms are trained on one type of data and do not extrapolate beyond those data?

• Do development teams look for uncertainty bias where predictive algorithms favor groups that are better represented in the training data, since there will be less uncertainty associated with those predictions?

**Post-operational human-on-the-loop oversight**

• Are IAS results revisited using human-on-the-loop oversight to look for biased results and rights violations that the IAS is not capable of identifying?

• Are human-on-the-loop oversight functions conducted by a group of persons representative of the population(s) potentially affected by the IAS?

• Is IAS use eliminated or curtailed when oversight groups discover bias or rights violations?

• When oversight groups discover bias or rights violations in one IAS, do they then look for the same bias in other IAS that have used all or part of the training data or algorithms used by the biased IAS?

• When oversight groups discover bias or rights violations in one IAS, do they ensure that a replacement or revision does not reproduce the same negative outcome, or introduce a new negative outcome?

• Are oversight groups familiar with “reviewer’s bias,” where the reviewers may be susceptible to introducing their own sets of expertise, experiences, and biases into evaluations?
## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>artificial intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APB</td>
<td>acquisition program baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDD</td>
<td>capability development document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNA</td>
<td>Center for Naval Analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAD</td>
<td>dimension of autonomous decision-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVRON</td>
<td>Development Squadron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHS</td>
<td>Department of Homeland Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DON</td>
<td>Department of the Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAID</td>
<td>Joint AI Center's Data Readiness for AI Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFRDC</td>
<td>federally funded research and development center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAS</td>
<td>intelligent autonomous system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAREL</td>
<td>joint autonomy risk elements list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPP</td>
<td>key performance parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSA</td>
<td>key system attribute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAWS</td>
<td>lethal autonomous weapons system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAC</td>
<td>Law of Armed Conflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METL</td>
<td>mission essential task list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOP</td>
<td>measure of performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>research and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROE</td>
<td>rules of engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJA</td>
<td>Staff Judge Advocate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME</td>
<td>subject matter expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSCOM</td>
<td>system command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T&amp;E</td>
<td>test and evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTP</td>
<td>tactics, techniques, and procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UJTL</td>
<td>universal joint task list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UxS</td>
<td>unmanned systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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